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1. Introduction 

The basic research question of my thesis is: How to turn your Podcast from 
passion to profit? In order to do so, you need to be relevant to listeners in a world 
where the digital revolution is currently rolling through all mass media. 
First I have to state the definition for the word “mass media”: Mass media is a 
diversified collection and common term of media technologies that convey news, 
information and entertainment that reach a large audience. According to danish 
Wikipedia, despite the name, (MASS) those media can also be used to niche 
productions with a smaller audience who is local or interested. So I will though 
this thesis define Podcast as a mass media. 
 
1.1 PERSONAL MOTIVATION 
 
In December 2017 the radio program The Barometer (DR P1) closed after 30 
years on air. I was a radio host from 1994 to 1998. Since then, I have employed 
and trained new talent and been the leader and manager of a number of other 
radio shows. 
The Barometer was interactive because the listeners engaged in the program 
with letters voting on the songs with comments and reflections. Actually a 
dissertation from Mette Simonsen Abildgaard: Accessible Radio, 2014, states 
that The Barometer was the first well known programme in Denmark to involve 
the listeners. In analyzing old programmes, she describes the host of the 
Barometer as “flamboyant, minimal and listener-focused”. She concludes: 
 
“The Barometer’s orientation towards the joys and sorrows of its young listeners 
and smooth and professional representation of the listener through the host is a 
pursuit of the essence of dailiness: To be weekly, safe companion for teenagers 
during a period in which they go through a rapid development with few points of 
reference” (Abildgaard, 2014, p. 186) 
 
In connection with the closure, a farewell broadcast and a celebration ceremony 
for the show were made, where previous hosts and listeners were invited. Here it 
was seen how strong a relationship the audience had with the show, and thereby 
also still to me, as a host. I received an email from a previous listener. We have 
never met each other, and it's almost 20 years since I last got a letter from him on 
the radio, but I recognized his name, because he was one of those who wrote 
really good letters. Now he wrote me how much the program and my voice had 
meant to him at that time, and how much of his identity it had helped create. 
On the occasion of the closure, some clips from old shows were also added 
online. One of them was with me as a host. It was put out on the social media 
Facebook, where it started a thread, where some old listeners (now men in the 
late 30s) wrote lots of comments about how crazy they'd been with this 
particularly host. Some of them had forgotten my name, and it was also 
discussed in the thread whether it was me or one of my colleagues who had been 
on that episode. But they all agreed, that the voice had been a crucial companion 
throughout their puberty. 
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Ill. 1: Translation: Harley Lund: “Now what is the name of that host? She was so 
hot to listen to” 
https://www.facebook.com/psychedupjanis/videos/10155557587748800/ 
 
It made me curious. After more than 20 years there were still someone who could 
remember my voice! But when I think back, I have the same feelings with the 
radio voices from my childhood and youth. They still stand for me as something 
special that helped shape me.  
I wanted to investigate further: Can I figure out WHAT made my voice so strong 
back then, I might find the clues on how to repeat the pattern and make a new 
Podcast today, that will have the same effect on the audience? And if I can find 
the key to do my Podcast profitable, I could even do a business out of teaching 
other Podcasters about the recipe for success in creating a crowd of followers? 
 
1.2 What is the value of my voice? 
In the 23 years I worked at the Danish Public Radio, I received a list with a view 
over listeners each week. In the old days in a printed version - later on in an 
email. It showed listener numbers and share. (Share is how much a proportion of 
those who have the radio turned on, listening to one's program) Later it also 
added “on demand” numbers. (Streams and downloads) But they were always 
quite unstable and difficult to calculate, so the flow numbers where the ones, that 
was important to look at. 
We could also see gender, age group and geography. It divided the listeners into 
segments. So you could see what kind of people that were listening. For 
example, I was connected to the individual-oriented urban youth. (The green 
segment) But the numbers never answered, WHY people listened. What it was 
about my programs that attracted the audience. Thereby I have never received 
the answer to what I can do to keep them. And maybe even the more interesting 
questions; how to attract more? I always got tagged at “niche” radio. I was not 
mainstream. The community-oriented (or the pink segment as they were also 
called), were not interested. I was in agreement, for artistic in the dissemination, 
the topics were too narrow and I connected to people with high IQ. This has been 
found to be a heavy yoke. A fate I could not shake off. “You are too subtle and 
sophisticated” - “You are too urban” I was told. “Try to be more inclusive”, “You 
have to be more explicit.” I was adviced. But what's wondering me is: Could there 
be another way of how to measure? Could it be found that it is possible to 
measure value in other than numbers? Or to reframe it and say: Yes, I'm narrow 
and it will never be different. But then let me narrow it even more down the nest - 
and see if that could maybe open up for something else. Could it be of more 



 

 

 

value to have 5000 devoted listeners than 500000 who actually doesn’t care what 
or whom there are listening to? 
The intimacy felt by audiences towards media personalities seem to have a 
potential in this regard. Can the bond between audience and Podcaster somehow 
be utilised to drive ratings up? Could establishing and maintaining these bonds 
be important for success? 
I hope that my literatur review can be related to my economic analyses, field 
study, interviews and my own experiment later in this thesis, to help me answer 
my the basic question: How can Podcast producers turn their passion into profit? 
 

 
Ill. 2: Me as a radio DJ 1994 - smoking on air!  
 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW  - THE FEELING OF TOGETHERNESS 

To understand what will make listeners keep using your Podcast, I will start by 
looking at the psychological connections between Podcaster and the audience in 
my literatur review, where I will dive into the ocean of Para-social Interaction. PSI 
 
Until now media theory has mainly studied the connectivity between audiences 
and broadcasters called parasocial interactions (PSI) and parasocial relationships 
(PSR). It is this field that my literature review will explore, with a solid focus on 
Podcasting. I will make no distinction between the tv and the radio audience. 
There is nothing in the literature that distinguishes the theoretical connection. And 
as I worked with both radio and tv it makes sense to draw up upon the theory 
made from both media. 
For the topic of my thesis and the ambition of finding ways to make your Podcast 
profitable, the basic principle of PSI is very interesting. I can’t find much direct 
research on PSI according to Podcast. But a lot is written about PSI and the new 
digital medias, so I will look into that and try to make abstracts on what could 
work on Podcast. 
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2.1 THE GODFATHER OF PSI 
I will work my way through the PSI landscape chronologically and start at the 
beginning. Before the internet was even invented, there are a some very 
influential texts from the mid to late 1950s that shapes the theoretical groundwork 
for what has been referred to since then. 
The first text that I will focus on, is what you could call “the Godfather of PSI.”  
The study made the foundation of viewers’ and listeners’ connections with 
electronic mass media. Every major text on the subject has since referred to this 
work of Donald Horton and Richard Wohl. In 1956 they published their article 
"Mass Communication and Para-social Interaction: Observations on Intimacy at a 
Distance" published in the Psychiatry journal. From here on referred to as: 
(Horton/Wohl, 1956). 
In this classic text the two authors explore the connection between mass media 
and the recipient. Their main focus is the role of the persona (the host) and his or 
her interaction with the audiences. Although the text is 62 years old, it is 
impressive how current it appears. Points around the illusion a persona creates, 
has many similarities with today. Where the Internet and social media have been 
an explosive market for gathering audience and followers. 
 
The study’s main argument is that mass media give an illusion of face-to-face 
relationship with the performer. The connection is one sided and only exists in the 
mind of the viewers and listeners. The relationship is an illusion 
 
“because the relationship between the persona and any member of his audience 
is inevita- 
bly one-sided, and reciprocity between the two can only be suggested.” 
(Horton/Wohl, 1956) 
 
Horton/Wohl conclude that the face-to-face relationship at a distance is especially 
forcefully displayed in personality programme such as talk shows, interview 
programmes and certain quiz formats, because this types of programmes give 
room for a new kind of performer. 
In the text the authors state, that there is a very clear distinction be- 
tween fanship and parasociality. Fanship is defined as something that is by 
nature at a distance and often done in groups. Oppesite PSI is by nature defined 
by the feeling of intimacy and connectivity (Horton/Wohl, 1956). 
The parasocial relationship (PSR) is controlled by the persona.The role of the 
Persona is described as 
- claiming confidentiality - and it is extremely influential and satisfying for the large 
numbers of people who willingly receive it and share it 
 
- offers a sustained relationship. A regular and reliable event that can be 
integrated into everyday life. 
- The persona can be considered by his audience  as a friend, counselor, 
consolation role model. 
- The character and pattern of the personality is fundamentally unchanged in a 
world full of otherwise disturbing changes. 
- raticate or blur the boundary that separates him from his audience 



 

 

 

- compassion, pleasant friendliness, friendship and close contact. In short, values 
associated with free access to and easy participation in pleasant social 
interaction 
-  Maintain the connection that the audience can help him uphold the help 
through fan letters and various forms of support. 
 
The audience is expected to contribute to the illusion by believing in it and 
rewarding the personality's "sincerity" with "loyalty" by asking the audience to feel 
a sense of personal commitment to the persona to help him in his quest for 
success. The public's acceptance of the role the program offers involves 
acceptance of the explicit and implicit terms. There are important strategies for 
achieving this illusion of confidentiality as informal personal meeting; smalltalk or 
to maintains an invisible conversation. 
(Horton/Wohl, 1956) 
In the article they go through a series of cases and make interviews with several 
different personas. I found it important to tjek up on the cases, so I have been 
listening and watching shows from the personas they mention. 
The most famous quote from the study must be the one from the host Dave 
Garroway, who describes how he tried to make a bond with the listeners on his 
shows: 
 
“I consciously tried to talk to the listener as an individual, to make 
each listener feel that he knew me and I knew him. It seemed to work 
pretty well then and later.” (Horton/Wohl, 1956) 
 
It seems so easy when he says it, but the art of making people feel like they know 
you is so difficult. I heard this quote in the media industry referred to as: When 
the talk show host was born. NBC launched in 1953 a new morning show 2 hour 
each day with Garroway as host, The Dave Garroway show. It was an american 
television variety program, that had a much looser tone than the traditional news 
and current affairs programmes and it was built around the talk show host. Even 
down to the name of the programme. We see a lot of shows today that are still 
shaped around that format.  Eg. The Jerry Springer Show, Oprah, etc. or the 
danish: Vi ses hos Clement. 
The talk show host Dave Garroway has another quote, that I find even more 
interesting than the first one: 
 
“most talk on the radio in those days was formal and usually a little stiff. But I just 
rambled along, saying whatever came into my mind. I was introspective. I tried to 
pretend that I was chatting with a friend over a highball late in the evening.” 
(Horton/Wohl, 1956) 
 
I think there is something really interesting in the self-reliance. To be introspective 
is the act of process of looking into oneself. To search in yourself in an attempt to 
reach a higher level of acknowledgment or understanding of yourself, your 
mistakes, your options by deep self reflection, characterized by examination of 
one’s own thoughts and feelings; thoughtfully reflective (danish Wikipedia) 
In these 3 lines Garroway summons up what Podcasters also this day is trying to 
do. 
What Horton/Wohl in the text call the ties of confidentiality. 
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The analyzes of the Persona is highly relevant today where Podcasters focus in 
the beginning and/or the end to talk directly to you and ask you please to help 
with comments, sharing, reviewing and maybe money donations. 

 
Ill. 3  
 
THE LONESOME GAL 
In the text Horton/Wohl use the example of The Lonesome Gal, a radio program 
aired in the late 1940’s. It started as a local show but it spread all around the 
country and peaked in 1951 broadcasting in 90 cities in America every evening. I 
will go deeper into this one example, because I think the show and the theory of 
its success is still relevant for Podcasting today. Decades before anyone ever 
heard of the Internet, this was virtual seduction. The Lonesome Gal may have 
been the first seductive voice to outright her sexuality on the radio. 
Jean King had tried to make a carrier in Hollywood but failed and moved to 
Dayton without a job and no money. She came up with the idea to do a show on 
the local radio around this character of The Lonesome Gal. The Lonesome Gal 
played romantic lounge music and laid down a sensual pattern directed at the 
men in the listening audience. To add some mystery to the mix, she was never 
identified (it happened later after she stopped broadcasting), and she wore a 
kitten like mask for public appearances. 
 
She spoke directly to the listeners as individuals, calling them intimate pet names 
like “baby” and “angel”. She thereby expressed her appreciation for her listening 
lover in monologues in a half-honeyed, half-smoky voice. The style is gentle 
romanticism just about to tip on the border of the sultry. 
 
“if you have love to spare, and lips to share. why don’t you be a pal, and share 
them, with your lonesome gal? good night baby” (ex: march, 2 1950 broadcast) 
https://archive.org/details/LonesomeGal) 
 
The outline of the program it simplicity. Only one character. Told with a calm 
gentle sensual voice. 



 

 

 

 
”On the continuum of para-social action, this is the very opposite of self-contained 
drama; it is, in fact, nothing but the reciprocal of the spectator’s own para-social 
role. The lonesome Gal simply spoke in a throaty, unctuous voice whose 
suggestive sexiness belied the seeming modesty of her words” (Horton/Wohl, 
1956) 
 
I have listened to all the 15 episodes that still exist on tape of her broadcasts. 
She uses her senses. Describes smells, looks, tastes, how it makes her feel, etc. 
Her broadcasts are evergreens. Her little pocket philosophical poetry monologues 
between the music of enjoying nature or wondering about an incident is 
aspirational. It gives comfort and joy and perceptions of a world in chaos.  
In one the episodes she tells an anecdote about selling a fur and half of those 
who called on the add, were not interested in the fur, but was just lonely and 
wanted to talk. It's such a little fine anecdotes. It hits right into the heart bone. 
 
The success of the Lonesome Gal must also be seen in the changing role of 
women in the radio industry. In the beginning of the radio age in the 1920 there 
was issues about the displeasing quality of the female voice. It was deemed too 
monotonous, too shrillor, displaying too much personality (Susan Merrill Squier: 
Communication of the air: Radio century, radio culture page, 2003, 254- 255) 
On a textual and discourse level, the success of The Lonesome Gal is due large 
part to the programs use of direct address. According to Squire this is a strategy 
that compels the listener or viewer to enter into and identity with the program 
gendered but porous fictive space. 
 
“The seductive halling of the listeners as “sweetie” coupled with the declaration of 
an exclusive intimacy between them is a strong draw into the fictive space of the 
lonesome gals world.”  (Squire, 2003) 
 
Such an invitation is immediately apparent from the lonesome gal tagline: 
 
“baby, weeks up, but I surely had fun. have a nice weekend. be careful. and don’t 
forget your lonesome gal loves you more than anything in world” (the Lonesome 
Gal, march, 2 1950 broadcast) 
 
She opens to question the power of female desires with so much confidence. 
Her target group was not the strong and successful. It was the simple average 
man, who just wanted a nice lovely lady to wait for him, when he returned from 
work. 
The show encouraging regular listening, it intimates the necessity of on ongoing 
resoliciation of male desire in order to help her out of her loneliness. 
I listened to a Podcast from WNYC “lonesome gal” , where you can hear some of 
her former followers (now old men) talking about her almost hypnotic effect. One 
of them states: 
 
“I do remember her sexy voice. Very slow. And the romantic music that she 
played. And when... It was very pleasant to have someone who doesn't argue 
with you and.. I pretended that I was the only one. I was playing along because 
that was the nature of her message-.. and she really talks as if she was speaking 
to you. And the next day when you turned the programme on, it is like almost like 
she missed you, because you haven’t been around for a while. She tried to make 
you believe it.” (https://www.wnyc.org/story/152636-lonesome-gal/) 
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By the way: The Lonely Gal ended up marrying the producer of the show and 
stopped broadcasting after some years on air, and nobody heard from her ever 
since. 

 
Ill. 4 

MISS NANCY BERG, COUNT SHEEP 

The Horton/Wohl text also analyse a persona called Miss Nancy Berg and her show 
Count Sheep (launched 1955).  Unfortunately I can’t find videos from the show 
anywhere online. Only this one still picture. The only thing I could find on the 
Internet was a children show “the Nancy Berg show”, she made in the 1960’s. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmcVP527e_U&t=310s 
I watched an episode, and she looks charismatic and very lively and full of 
imagination. It’s a pity because I would have loved to see her “adult show”. Miss 
Berg seems very fun and inspiring. Horton/Wohl describes her as a pioneer of 
her times, because the stage was entirely given over to her in the shows. The 
location was her lavishly decorated bedroom, she was dressed in negligee, 
minced around the room, yawned and jumped into bed, crawled under the covers 
and got to sleep whispering a sleepy good night. According to the abstract in text, 
she sometimes red a poem or a fanmail or was eating grapes from a toy ferris-
wheel or had imaginary telephone conversation or playing with her dog. It really 
sounds a lot like the youtubers and instagrammers today showing their morning 
routine, unboxing, etc. Maybe she was the first one to expose her staged daily life 
on air? And according to the text it gathered a lot of followers back then. 
I love the quote from her manager who tries to answer, what the purpose is to 
this huge phaenomen. 
 
“Purpose? The purpose was; number 1, to get a sponsor; number 2, to give 
people a chance to look at a beautiful girl at 1 o’clock in the morning; number 3, 
to do some off-beat stuff”. 
(Horton/Wohl, 1956) 
 
He describes Miss Berg as “being slightly on the screwball side”. And maybe that 
is part of the succes. The central fact in this explanation seems - according to the 
text - to be Miss Berg’s ability to suggest her audience that she is privy to, and 



 

 

 

might share, their inmost thoughts. The same impression that The Lonely Gal 
attempted to create very directly and conversationally. 
 
“The programs were geared to fostering and maintaining the illusion of 
intimacy”...“they are seductive in more than the ordinary sense. Sexual 
suggestiveness is used probably because it is one of the most obvious cues to a 
supposed intimacy - a catalytic for prompt sociability.”   
(Horton/Wohl, 1956) 
 
TO SUMMON UP: 
Horton/Wohl concludes that such roles as Miss Berg and the Lonesome Gal 
portray require a strict adherence to a standardized portrayal of their 
“personalities”. 
In both The Lonesome Gal and Sheep Count the persona sticks out. They are not 
mainstream. They do not follow the common rules. They are unique but 
nevertheless, or maybe exactly because of that, they become a success. 
In my interviews later in this thesis, I talk to the Podcaster Miss Mannah. I don’t 
think she has ever heard of these two ladies, but anyways she is pretty much 
trying to do the same in her show. In my own experiment I am doing for the 
thesis, I will try and produce a Podcast episode with a role build up after exactly 
this theory about intimacy. 
Reading their work more than sixty years after it was published, Horton/Wohl’s 
thoughts are surprisingly relevant. The authors predict a lot of the mass media 
evolution, that had happened and now in the middle (or beginning?) of the 
digital revolution, which have changed the media landscape, their thoughts and 
emphasis on the persona are very accurate. Also today Podcasters built their 
shows around their names and brands. Eg. Malcolm Gladwell. 
I listened to Malcolm Gladwell’s Podcast Revisionist History. He is a famous 
author, who has  become a radio star overnight after launching his Podcast. In 
the intro Gladwell answers, what his Podcast can do compared to writing his 
books. 
“I wanted to do something a little different.”... “but I think it has to do with..some 
degree of variety.. what I like is idiosyncrasy. So. I want someone who tells me 
something in his own intonation and pacing and emotions, that is not present in 
the words. And I don’t care what it is, I just want another layer.” 
https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/malcolm-gladwell-revisionist-history-special-
event/id1144280043?l=da&mt=2&i=374175086 (15 august 2016 2.02 - 2.54) 
In 1973 Altman/Taylor hypothesized in their text: The media adaptation model 
Social penetration: the development of interpersonal relationships, 1973, that 
"The formation of this parasocial relationship over time may relate partly to the 
socially learned expectations of interpersonal interaction.” 
 
They describe the personal and social psychology and sociology on social 
penetration process. Altman/Taylor proposed that self-disclosure plays a critical 
role in the process of forming a closer relationship. So did humor. They argued 
that the more people interact, the more likely they are to achieve deeper states of 
intimacy. (Altman/Taylor, 1973, p. 43, 46 and 47) The reason for this should be, 
because the more time you spend may perceive a sense of intimacy. 
 
Reading about PSI leaves me with a big question mark; why is it so important for 
the listener to create this relationship? The texts so far explains that PSI is for 
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people who do not have a partner, who creates these relationships. That is, 
singles who are trying to find a way out of loneliness. I think that is too simple. 
And the way we live in 2018, where many have done up with the traditional family 
form  and found other ways to live, it's not so black on white and either/or. I still 
want to become more aware of what it is that, as audience, we have so much a 
need to associate with and identify and feel, we create a connection with people 
we only know parasitically. 
I therefore read on in newer texts, that focuses on testing the lonely needs of 
parasocial interference. 
 
2.2 LONELINESS 
In the 1980’s another wave of theory comes along, when the mass media were 
grounded, and it was clear that they were here to stay. At this time the articles 
built upon each other’s work, and tries to develop the original theories, in an 
attempt to make it clear how users connect with media personalities and how this 
connection influences the audience. 
The program I was hosting -The Barometer- was for the most part bound to come 
to mind with lonely young people. As told earlier, there was listening interaction in 
the program, where the young people wrote letters. Over time they not only voted 
for the music to be played but also shared their thoughts and feelings. There was 
often a circle about the loneliness theme and the feeling of being isolated. The 
program was a kind of open air diary, where I as a host read passages from the 
listeners' letters and let them comment on each other. The mission was to 
intergrate the listeners own words with my voice and the music. As the analyze of 
Abilgaard, 2014, exemplifies: 
 
“the rapid narrative and upbeat background music chosen by the host Dorte seek 
to capture the hectic and energic note of this letter. The reading takes place in 
the very beginning of the programme and could be perceived as a radio host’s 
classic introductory pep talk. Inherit in the Barometer’s format for reading letters 
is thus a close coupling of host and listener” (Abilgaard, 2014, p. 164) 
 

 
Ill. 5 Handwritten letters from listeners to me as I hosted The Barometer, 1998 
 
 



 

 

 

There is a difference between loneliness and time spent alone. Like the english 
alone/lonely, in danish we have two different words Alene/ensom, where ensom 
is loaded in a much more negative way than the more neutral being alone. I 
guess it’s the same in english where solitary time is much more positive than 
loneliness. I think something has happened with the concept of loneliness over 
time. The single culture we are experiencing today gives another perspective. 
You don’t have to be lonely because you live alone. And you are not necessarily 
non-lonely because you live in a relationship. 
 
In Perlman/Peplau; Toward a Social Psychology of Loneliness, 1981. p 31) they 
define behavioural manifestations of loneliness as: 
 
“In thinking about the behavioural manifestations of loneliness, it is at times 
difficult to distinguish behaviours that accompany loneliness, behaviours that lead 
to loneliness in the first place, and behavioural strategies for coping with 
loneliness. In this discussion, we consider social skill deficits in the context of 
antecedents of loneliness, and we consider affiliative behaviours such as 
attempting to meet new people, in a section on coping with loneliness.“ 
(Perlman/Peplau p. 36) 
 
30 ears after Horton/Wohl another famous study on PSI was made by 
Rubin/Perse/Powel: Loneliness, parasocial interaction, and local television news 
viewing, 1985. 
This text is based on empirical investigation questionnaires by 329 college 
students and gathered around television news viewing. Their initial purpose of the 
text was to connect loneliness and PSI. They used this material to develop a 12 
point PSI scale which. For the first time since Horton and Wohl wrote their 
groundbreaking article nearly 30 years earlier,  PSI was made measurable in a 
reliable way. 
 
Where Horton/Wohl in 1956 identified what they call  "perceived reality factors" 
as being several basic components of dependency; perceived reality factors 
seem to be important to the development of dependency, for if a person does 
not believe the content of what he or she consumes, media use should have less 
impact than using content perceived as being more believable. 
 
Rubin/Perse/Powel builds upon this theory of the role of dependency in the 
development of PSI becomes apparent when the media are used by lonely 
people. 
Thereby they measured on a revised UCLA loneliness scale. Respondents were 
asked their sentiments about 20 items. It had 3 factors: 1) exiting entertainment. 
2) pass time. 3) information. 
A primary objective of the investigation was to develop a reliable empirical 
measure of parasocial interaction. To consider the associations among 
loneliness, PSI, functional alternatives and television reliance. 
Their research indicated that loneliness is primarily an internal psychological 
state, and conceptualize loneliness as a discrepancy between the amount of 
interaction individuals need and the amount that they perceive is 
fulfilled.(Rubin/Perse/Powel, 1985, p. 158) 
Based on their material they found no evidence that PSI is connected to 
loneliness. On the contrary they found that the motivating need for PSI may stem 
from an active bonding with a persona who is perceived as real and similar, 
rather confirming the initial deficiency motivation. 
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The study concludes that loneliness and parasocial interaction is not correlated. 
In the study the authors challenge previous studies, that have assumed that the 
need for social interaction is a constant and on the same level of need fulfillment. 
The text argue that FIRST is the need for interaction made up of both a need for 
an intimate other and a need for a general social network. SECOND: The need 
for interaction is not a constant among individuals. And THIRD: Individuals vary in 
their abilities to obtain satisfying social interaction (Rubin/Perse/Powell, 1985, p 
157) To understate that, they demonstrates the limitations of linking a need for 
interaction solely with social participation. 
To summon up the result of the study, the motivating need for PSI may stem from 
an active bonding with a persona who is perceived as real and similar. 
 
- significant links between loneliness and parasocial interaction were not 
observed. 
-significant associations were found between loneliness and the use of 
communication alternatives to the state of being lonely. That means that lonely 
persons were less likely to communicate interpersonally and more likely to turn to 
television when they experienced loneliness. 
 
In the context of this thesis, the importance of the article can be summed up in 
the following quote: 
 
...if an individual regards his or her media use to be important, per- 
ceives media content to be realistic, and senses personal interaction 
with media personalities, the interrelated affective orientations among 
affinity, realism, and PSI should lead to greater use of and depend- 
ency on the medium, its content, or its personalities (Rubin/Powel/Perse, 
1985). 
 
Nevertheless the conclusion of these studies seem to support the theory of 
Horton/Wohl, and it even shows that an active use of PSI can drive loyalty and 
heighten the media usage among audiences. 
 
2.3 PRESENCE 
 
The third wave of PSI literature is from the late 1990’s and after 2000 when 
digitalisation started to go off, and the Internet and the technological evolution 
shaped new patterns of usage and began to influence our lives. 
The Rubin/Powell/Purse study developed a reliable empirical measure of PSI to 
measure feelings of audience. It was later developed by Lombard/Ditton: At the 
heart of it: The concept of presence, 1997. Here the authors talk about the 
illusion that a mediated experience though the new medias can create a 
perception defined as presence, that is much stronger than traditional media such 
as the telephone, radio and television. It examens the key concept of presence: 
“Scholars in communication, psychology, and other fields want to better 
understand psychological and physiological process as they occur in non 
mediated meeting. A better understanding of presence will allow us to refine and 
improve our psychological theories.” (Lombard/Ditton, 1997) 
 



 

 

 

This is definitely interesting because the interest in technology that creates a 
sense of presence is so popular. What needs does it fulfill? 
The new medias such as virtual reality, 3-d films, video conferencing, computer 
that "talks" are designed to give users an experience, that has never been 
possible before. Aiming for being natural, immediate, direct and real. A mediated 
experience that creates for the user a strong sense of presence. 
The two authors state 6 conceptualizations of presence. 
 
1 presence is a social richness, (the social presence, organizational behavior) 
2. presence as realism, (if a medium can produce realistic representations of the 
stuff they are interested in) 
3. presence as transportation, (the sensations of you-are-there, we-are-together) 
4. presence as immersion, (the extent to which a virtual environment immerses a 
user perceptually as well as measure perceptual immersion) 
5&6. presence as medium as and presence as a social actor (presence capture 
social responses of media users to the cues provided by the medium) 
 
According to the study of PSI, Lombard/Ditton suggest that the same 
phenomenon extends to our responses to computer characters and agents. 
 
"by making the mediated experience seem more natural and "real", presence 
may intensify there parasocial phenomena among at least  some of the media 
users." (Lombard/Ditton p.35) 
 
To perceive a computer or other technology as not an artificial medium but a 
social entity, the user needs to be able to interact with it. Arguing that it might be 
quite difficult to remember that a character you interact with in a virtual reality 
system is actually just a sophisticated set of computer-generated images and 
sounds. 
 
When I did the Asia-module in Berlin School of Creative Leadership, we were in 
China and Japan (may 2018) and got introduced to new ways of virtual 
interaction. As an example we saw a video for a new product, that could keep 
you company. This little girl with her blue hair is trying to do exactly the same as 
the Lonesome Gal did. She speaks to you in a lovely sensual voice, calling you 
pet names, and ask you how you are doing. You can even programme her to tell 
you about the weather and remind you to bring an umbrella. This time around it is 
just a robot doing the job for you..   
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Ill. 6 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nkcKaNqfykg 
 
 
2.4 ATTRACTIVENESS 
But if loneliness isn’t the reason for PSI. What is? The importance of 
attractiveness has been explored in several studies, and I will focus on a text 
from 2000 where Alan M. Rubin and Mary M. Step made the only major study of 
PSI related to radio listening. In the article, “Impact of Motivation, Attraction, and 
Parasocial Interaction on Talk Radio Listening” (Rubin/Step, 2000), the 
relationship between attraction, PSI and radio listening is analyzed. Interestingly 
in relation to this thesis, the authors do not find any distinction between the 
nature of PSI felt by audiences towards radio and TV. Actually listeners feel a 
closer bond with radio personas than with TV personalities. (Rubin/Step, 2000) 
In 1993 Perse/Courroght (Normative Images of Communication Media Mass and 
Interpersonal Channels in the New Media Environment, 1993 HCN vol 19, issue 
4) found that 
 
“the perceived distance between radio listeners and their programs was closer or 
more immediate than for other media.” 
 
Rubin/Step builds upon this with an intense study. They made questionnaires 
with 235 adult listeners to public affairs talk radio. Using listening motivation as 
the first predator. and interpersonal attraction as the second. The third was 
parasocial interaction with elements such as similarity, friendship and empathy.    
Rubin/Step found that from the listeners’ perspective, the talk radio persona is a 
credible relational partner. In this way their findings are totally in line with the 
early theories of Horton and Wohl. 
They also concluded that, 
 
“developing parasocial relationships 
seems to increase the desire for interaction through more intentional and regular 
listening, and to regard the host to be an important and credible source of infor- 
mation” (Rubin/Step, 2000). 



 

 

 

 
They found that exciting entertainment motivation helped explain talk radio 
exposure, that attraction helped explain acquiring credible information from a 
favorite host, and information motivation helped explain a sense that the host 
influenced one’s attitudes and behaviors. 
 
“in particular, PSI with a talk radio host predicted planned and frequent listening 
to the host, treating the host as an important and credible source of information, 
and feeling that the host influenced attitudes and actions about societal issues” 
(..) “this is especially true for media that possess a substantial degree of social 
presence such as talk radio”. (Rubin/Step, 2000) 
 
In their article Rubin/Step sought to observe whether being motivated to lis- 
ten, being attracted to a presenter, and parasocial interaction with a presenter 
predicted whether participants planned and continued to listen, and if they felt the 
host was an important and credible source of information, and if the host influ- 
enced their attitude and behaviours about societal issues (Rubin and Step, 
2000). 
At last they got a surprising result of the study that ritualized pass time-habit was 
a big motivation. Listeners turn to a favorite talk radio host not only to seek 
information but to fill time. This fact may relate to the portable nature of radio, 
 
“especially talk radio listening that serves wants, not only for information, but to fill 
time when one is driving or travelling” (..) “this might make the notion of passing 
time a more instrumental activity for talk radio listeners”. (Rubin and Step, 2000). 
 
They say that future research may address the nature of talk radio. They suggest, 
that people will occasionally turn to online media to supplement or even replace 
interpersonal relationships. 
I think that Podcast is a very interesting phenomenon when in motion. I will later 
in my thesis do a little field study showing how many people listens when moving.  
 
2.5 CONNECTIVITY AND AFFILIATION 
Some years later another study builds upon the Lombard/Ditton theory. 
In 2002 Kumar/Babasat published: Para-social Presence: a re-conceptualization 
of “social presence” to capture the relationship between a website and her 
visitors” 
The study describes the theoretical underpinnings of Para-social Presence. They 
introduce the term PSP. Para-Social Presence. PSP refers to the extent 
connection, involvement and interaction among participating social entities. 
By looking at websites they examine the fundamental assumptions that drive the 
concept "social presence". In the paper they make a case for treating a web site 
as a social entity. 
By attempting to develop a theoretical construct para-social presence PSP to 
capture the emerging interaction. (Kumar/Babasat, 2002) 
They argue that the illusion of non-mediation is an important issue only for 
immersive environments. That it is possible to re-conceptualize social presence 
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(The term Lombard/Dixon called social richness) to include social action within a 
medium and medium as a social actor. They introduce connectivity; the ability of 
Internet to bring together people who share common interests or goals. 
Kumar/Babasat find a scala to measure the PSP in the definition of a new 
construct, that will measure the emerging interaction between two or more social 
entities separated by time and space. They argue that it would be beneficial to 
de-link the construct from the media as the distinction between web and medium 
and instead seek to capture the underlying structure of relationship that emerges 
between participating social entities. The two authors borrow measures for 
dimensions such as sense of understanding, involvement, immediacy, intimacy 
and dominance. 
They argue that affiliation is the salient frame in the context. (Kumar/Bebasat, 
2002) 
This is a study that deals with web pages and is related to e-commerce. But I've 
taken it in, because it introduces the concepts of connectivity and affiliation, 
which I think are important findings. Terms that I will illuminate later in my thesis. 
 
In 2008 Holger Schramm and Tilo Hartmann developed the PSI-process scales 
which are a multidimensional construct. Hartmann/Schramm argue that until now 
PSI has been measured only sidedely, and we therefore suffer from overlapping 
definitions and from a lacking clear distinction of the constructs between PSI and 
PSR. 
As a solution they distinguish between PSI and PSR by presenting a post-
exposure measuring tool capable of displaying both the intensity and the 
dimensionality of PSI. 
 
“in this respect PSI stands for user’s feeling to be part of a reciprocal social 
interaction during media exposure, although they subjectively know, or it is at 
least clear from an objective point of view, that this feeling is evoked by an 
illusion” (Schramm/hartmann, 2008) 
 
PSI shows similarities to forms of a asymmetrical interaction. They argue that PSI 
must be understood in a broader manner. According to Schramm/Hartmann PSI 
can be further broken down into two related phenomena: Para Communication 
and parasocial processing. 
 
“the term PP captures all kinds of user’s responses towards personae, regardless 
of whether users have or do not have the feeling that the personae adjust their 
behavior towards their presence. thus, parasocial processes may still occur if 
users do not feel like being part of a reciprocal encounter. Accordingly, parasocial 
processing mey simply be seen as processes of person perception that set in as 
soon as a user encounters a persona.” (Schramm/Hartmann, 2008) 
 
PSI (understood as parasocial processing) manifests itself in different forms and 
can be classified as a kind of meta-concept. Such as: attention, comprehension, 
knowledge activation, evaluation, social comparison, sympathy, empathy, 
emotional contagion or physical activity. It can be understood as a type of 
interpersonal involvement. 
 



 

 

 

“In a nutshell, PSI as parasocial processing is about user’s cognitive, affective, 
and behavioral repsonses to depicted media characters.”  (Schramm/Hartmann, 
2008) 
 
In accordance with psychological classifications, their model distinguishes a 1) 
perceptual-cognitive (such as persona perception, evaluation activation of 
memories and own life experience) 2) affective (relates to positive and negative 
feelings towards the persona and emotions evoked by the persona 3) behavioral 
response (nonverbal behavior likes gestures, verbal in real words, and paraverbal 
in sights, groaning, respiring) 
Number 1)t is what endures during a programme whereas PSR can endure “like 
a friendship between two persons” (Schramm/Hartmann, 2008). 
Schramm/Hartmann claim it does not matter whether you feel directly addressed 
or not. PSI is a given whether the users feel part of a reciprocal encounter or not. 
They conclude that especially for the exploration and explanation of audio-visual 
media usage, the PSI concept is of central importance. 
“the preliminary results presented here indicate that the scales are capable of 
displaying the intensity as well as the breadth (multi-dimensionality) of PSI.” 
(Schramm/Hartmann, 2008). 
 
They encourage future studies to continue this validation process by correlating 
the scales to other criteria an to be tested in different media contexts. 
 

2.6 CREDIBILITY AND TRUSTWORTHINESS 

In a study by Spance Savage: Will you listen? an examination of parasocial 
interaction and credibility in radio, 2014, Savage examines to what extent is the 
overall parasocial relationship between a radio host and his/hers listeners 
affected by social media usage? She looks at Facebook as a medium for 
interaction with the deejays. Stating that radio relies on feedback in order to meet 
the need of consumers, she finds that social medias are inexpensive and user-
friendly means of maintaining both strong and weak social relationships. 
Her findings are that credibility is important. By listening to a program host on 
the radio, listeners make judgement about the credibility of the host. Attitudes 
toward another individual are key to establishing a productive relationship, 
particularly between radio hosts and their listeners. 
 
“regardless of the reason for listening to a particular host, it can be assumed that 
listeners return time and time again because the host is viewed as a credible 
source” (..) “in order for these hosts to be successful in their persuasion, the 
listeners must first perceive the hosts as credible sources of news and 
information. It would be incredibly difficult for a radio listener to develop any kind 
of parasocial relationship with a broadcaster without first establishing him or her 
as a credible source of information.” (Savage 2014) 
 
Trustworthiness describes the level to which a listener believes that the host will 
report the truth as it is known, to care for his or her listeners, and to show that 
he/she  is looking out for the listeners needs. Savage made a study with 240 
participants testing if the host’s credibility impacted by mediated self-disclosure 
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and what effect this self-disclosure would have on PSI. The result of the study 
was that on-air self-disclosure had positive effect. 
 
“when the media host provided self-disclosure over the air, the parasocial 
interaction from the listener was increased. Social media, on the other hand, 
appeared to have a negative effect on the parasocial interaction.” 
 
As my interviews will later show, I find that the self-disclosure theme is extremely 
relevant. My listening review will also show that this is one of the biggest trend in 
Podcasts in Denmark pt. 
 
 
 
2.7 NOW-NESS 

The Lombard/Ditton text earlier mentioned in this review has one more point, that 
I think is important in order of the purpose for my thesis. It regards flow vs on 
demand. They talk about live versus recorded or constructed experience, and 
predict that we can experience a mediated event as it is happening, (breaking 
news), as the event occurred at an earlier time (recorded talk or game shows) or 
as it never occured (films, music videos) 
 
"the knowledge that a mediated event has been recorded or constructed may 
make it more difficult for users to perceive the experience as nonmediated." 
(Lombard/Ditton p 23) 
 
This speak against Podcast as a strong PSI medium. 
There is little scholarly research into the medium of Podcast and PSI. A study of 
Mcclung/Johnson, 2010, highlights that audience enjoying being able to access 
the Podcasts they like anytime. 
A newer study examines the psychological variables behind the communication 
phenomenon of Podcast. Sara Frey: Making friends with the voices in your head. 
Parasocial relationship with Podcasters, (2013), talks about the new Wild West of 
mass communication, and ask: Do Podcasters feel a stronger tie to their Podcast 
followers than other personas? 
 
“The listener learns about the Podcaster’s personal life, their moral standing on 
issues, and what they value-yet the relationship is largely one-sided” this 
indicates a psr. Podcast listeners also wants access to unique content and 
having more control of the content” 
 
She uses Rubins (1985) psi scale to measure GSE - general self-efficacy. 
The result indicated a strong parasocial bond from follower with their favorite 
Podcaster. And states that a strong relationship with a Podcaster ties to a strong 
option of one’s self-efficacy. 
 
“Podcasts encourage audience members to join niche communities online” 
 
The danish author Erik Svendsen: Lyden af fællesskab og intimitet, 
samfundslitteratur, 2016, predicts that the flow radio may be overtaken by other 
techniques, primarily streaming and downloading to Podcasts. 
 



 

 

 

"The ever-increasing possibilities for personalized media use, play a crucial role 
in the future of the radio industry. (..) The more segregation goes through in the 
supply of radio channels, the harder it is to maintain public service channels that 
can gather the nation. Conversely, the impoverished radio landscape creates 
space for innovative channels where experiments can be made with new audio 
formats. " (Svendsen, 2016, google translation) 
 
Svendsen describes the radio's special characteristics asking: Is radio always 
alive? Podcast means new ways to listen to the radio. Digital techniques break 
the radio as the flow phenomenon, thus deciding a crucial feature of the media, 
namely, that the broadcast is wiped here and now, - a push-medium - and that 
they simultaneously have a potential community. Where as Podcast is a pull-
medium. 
 
"The constructed sense of liveness is somewhat near the radio medium essence. 
Paradoxically, the program obscures its own constitutional status, namely that it 
is by definition a reproduction, a program that is heard non-linear as a Podcast, 
when it now fits the individual mobile listening to the listeners' habits; The 
question is whether the follow-up to the flow radio's dominance changes by the 
rules traditionally attached to the radio " 
(Svendsen, 2016, google translation) 
 
Radio's force is its live anchoring. Kate Lacey: Listening Publics: the politics and 
experience of listening in the media age, 2013, argues that we have to rethink the 
broad evolution of media and communication in relation to listening. She 
distinguish between “listening in”,(a receptive action) and “listening out,” (an 
attentive and anticipatory communication disposition.) The listening out is a mode 
of attention, she calls the concept of "now-ness". The tendency for even more 
Podcasts to live high on seemingly spontaneous smalltalk supports the feeling of 
liveness. It may cause the listener to believe that what we hear is unmediated. 
 
“liveness and realism seemed to have an elective affinity because of the meeting 
of the two meanings of immediacy, “now-ness” and “unmediated-ness” (Lacey, 
2013) 
 
As an example of danish now-ness Svendsen mentions the radio host Gunnar 
Hansen. 
He was a charismatic sports journalist, who got the middle name NU (now), 
highlighting his ability to accentuate the presidency as dynamic. The live 
reportage lives on the unpredictable. And Gunnar Nu Hansen had to improvise 
when he covered sports events. He had a dramatic indulgence and great 
enthusiasm. During the Olympics in 1936 he obviously said the word NOW! so 
many times that it was stuck to him forever. 
Who will be the new Gunnar Now in the Podcast world? 
 
Podcasts is a simple-to-create format. Podcasts are interactive in the way that 
users have control in order what to subscribe to and when they tune in. And it is 
possible to connect online. Podcasters engagere with the audience on a regular 
basis. It creates intimacy at a distance. So.. Is Podcast the perfect medium for 
PSI? Further research is needed.. 
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Ill. 7: 

Gunnar “Nu” Hansen. Danish radio host. Became so famous there is a sculpture 
and a square in Copenhagen named after him. 
 

2.8 THE NEW WILD WEST “We all live in a Parasocial hell” 

And here we are. In the end of 2018. As the internet’s democratization of content 
has led to new forms of media being created by amateurs, celebrities and media 
organizations all on the same plate. We all live in a Parasocial hell! 
I read this statement on a blog post. And I thought it was a funny and thought 
provoking phrase. The blog linked to a new youtube-serial where Shannen 
Strucci explains about PSI in a video essay. Instead of writing a normal 
studypaper Strucci made a youtube serial called "Fake Friends". In sounds, 
pictures and graphics she tells about Horton/Wohls old study. I found it 
interesting that, here in 2018, the theory is much more alive than ever. 
In the videos Strucci points out that no matter the potential harms to creator or to 
viewers, platforms like YouTube encourage the fostering of parasocial 
relationships to help boost a channel's performance. Creators with devoted fan 
bases help YouTube's bottom line. In the video she states: 
 
"We live under capitalism — you get people to give you money because they love 
you,"  "That's why YouTube incentivizes parasocial interactions." 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3vD_CAYt4g 
 
Strucci highlights the negative effects of parasocial interaction as ubiquitous, and 
that she feels there's no way, platforms can wave them away. 
I presume that playing on the PSI-effect is behind every mass media. It is when 
my 6 year old girl watches Dora the explorer - and Boots cries out: “To help Dora 
climb, you gotta say subida!” Or when my 11 year old boy watch Instagramers 
unboxing their shopping, and he wants to by the same brands. They all play on 
the feeling of togetherness. 
 
Lombord/Ditton, 1997, asked: Is presence necessarily a good thing? 



 

 

 

I will not try to answer this question in my thesis, but I will have it in the back of 
my mind. Where is the limit where PSI is a mutual good thing, that both listeners 
and persona will benefit from? 
After more than 60 years of PSI research we know that PSI and PSR gives us 
valuable information on how Podcasters can establish a connection between their 
programmes and audiences. This connection can be measured in various 
different ways, and it is not important which of the proposed scales is most 
accurate in the context of this thesis. 
The bottom-line is that PSI can establish a parasocial relationship between the 
persona and the media user, which most likely makes the media user spend 
more time with the media. 
I have been Studying PSI, PSR and PSP over a period for 6 month. In the 
process- privately I have been on a long journey. I quit my job after entering The 
Berlin School of Creative Leadership. The past time made me think about my 
future working life. Maybe I should go back on air again. Or.. on the Podcast 
wave as it is these days. But what should I do? Studying PSI made me realise 
one important thing: I would rather have a very devoted small crowd of fans with 
a high PSI than having a huge number of listeners with no or little PSI. I will be so 
controversial that to argue, that a small audience with high PSI is of more value 
than the opposite. When I say controversial, I refer to my statement in the 
beginning, that I never experienced any other measuring than share and 
numbers. If I can test in the thesis, that high PSI could gain value in another way 
as the common definition of value, it could be a way for the independence 
Podcast producers to pursue sponsors and get deals with partnerships?  
 

 
Ill. 8 Dorte Palle in 2018 - listening to my favorite radio host 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - PODCAST MARKET 
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The puzzle of how to make profit out of your Podcast is not yet solved in 
Denmark. This is most probably because until very recently it was only the big 
radio companies who produced them. So the costumer had no choice. The 
technological development has now made it possible for audiences to listen 
whenever it suits them, and thus makes it increasingly relevant to find ways to 
enhance the audience experience of Podcast. But what is facts when we look at 
the Podcast market? In the following chapter, I will analyse the danish market. To 
do so I had to look at the US, because it is the trends from US we see in the 
european market. 
Along the way I will ask a few questions: Is Podcasting the future or in the past 
when it comes to content consumption?  And what factors affect the scaling of 
Podcast content, such as language, market size, or speed of adoption? 
While the Podcast market has shown steady growth in US, I want to examine 
whether the creation of Podcast content can create a viable business opportunity. 
I will look at the Podcast space in US vs DK to better understand potential 
opportunities. 
The following chapter includes an outtake from an assignment from march  2018, 
made by a group from BSCL class 21: Eduardo Gabay, Manuel Madrid, Luis 
Miguel Messianu, Trevor O’Brien, Helena Scroulevich and me Dorte Palle 
Jørgensen. I have rewritten a chapter from the assignment and updated it with 
further info and data. 

3.1 Situation today 
When TV was introduced to homes, the fear was that the new technology would 
leave the radio, the great success of the time, obsolete. In many ways this fear 
was similar to that which the radio created as it was popularized for those in the 
print and newspaper industry.  But as we have seen many times over the last 100 
years, human beings ability and desire to consume more content shows no sign 
of slowing. 
 
Today, with the popularization of the internet and streaming services like Netflix 
and YouTube, the great fear is that the TVs are extinct. But, contrary to what 
many people imagined, the network made TV productions even more visible and 
radio became part of people's daily lives. For the last 20 years the trend for radio 
has been flow on streaming channels (traditional radio). This is called “secondary 
listening.” Perhaps this is changing and is extended this time with the introduction 
of Podcasts. Where the audience move to what is called “primary listening”. On 
demand audio programs are getting more and more popular but still can not 
attract as much money as other content and platform types.  Today the financials 
for all involved are far more attractive for video and streaming music subscription 
services. 
Podcasting is not new to the world of media, but is experiencing industry 
disruption with the widespread adoption of mobile devices and on-demand 
content streaming services as well as the entry into the Podcast space of major 
media and publishing companies. We are in a new golden age of sound: With the 
invention of the smartphone, which comes with the ability to find and access 
Podcasts, a huge amount of consumer have access to the world of audio in their 
pockets. 
 
Today is estimated that just over 350000 Podcasts are available for consumers to 
download. If we compare that to the number of videos consumed on a popular 
digital video platform (like Youtube who has roughly 1,300,000,000 users and 
that around 5 Billion videos are watched every day) we quickly realize that if 



 

 

 

Podcasts become even fractional as popular as online video then much more 
content will be needed to satisfy demand.   
The interesting thing here is that Podcast is a disruption from traditional flow. And 
there by challenge the traditional format-thinking. It releases a lot of energy and 
creativity in order to not let the length rule the content. We see a tendency 
forwards really long episodes (40, 60, 80 120 minutes of pure talk) This is a 
groundbreaking countertrend to the last years strategy of  social medias famous 
20 second span. 

3.2 Market Analysis: US Market 
In the group assignment from class 21, march 2018, we looked at the 
Podcastmarked in different countries all over the world. For doing this thesis, it is 
mostly relevant to look at the US market as the pioneer compared to Denmark. 
When looking for a country that is leading the way in Podcasting, both from a 
content creation and a content consumption aspect, the United States is by far 
the most progressive.   
The US market has by far the biggest listening audience as a % of total 
population.  In 2017 112 million consumers listened to a Podcast in the US.  Of 
this audience 57 million said they listened monthly and 42 million listened weekly.  
For comparison only 9 million American Consumers visit the movies on a weekly 
basis. 
From a depth of listening perspective lense the numbers continue to be 
impressive. If a one is a regular Podcast listener then they tend to be a highly 
engaged consumer.  Weekly Podcast consumers listen to an average of 5 
Podcasts a week. Additionally, even when the more casual listeners are included 
a high percentage, 85%, hear all (or most of) each Podcast that they begin.   
The proliferation of smart devices and easy access to broadband internet 
services in the US is a major factor in how consumers access Podcast content 
with up to 65% of all Podcasts being listened to on smartphone or tablet devices. 
Perhaps surprisingly just over half, 52%, of Podcasts are listened to at home.  
The second highest place where consumers are listening to Podcasts is in the 
car at 18%.  Given the high percentage of time American consumers spend in the 
car compared with other countries it is perhaps a good indicator for emerging 
Podcast markets that such a high percentage of content is still consumed in 
American homes. 
 
Advertising Spend 
 
If we are shifting our view to the publisher and creator side, the US market further 
demonstrates support that viable business models can exist through creating 
Podcast content.   
Podcast content can engage consumers in ways that other mediums are unable 
to and advertisers will be hard-pressed to find another form of media that will 
occupy consumers’ lives in the same way. Ads’ during your favorite Podcast are 
often integrated into the content of the show you are listening to and the ad 
creative is often developed by the host or creators of the show.  For listeners this 
format often feels like a natural extension of the content you are there to get 
versus the more traditional interruption based advertising consumers are often 
exposed to. In the assignment we looked deeper into the ad’s. The conclusion 
was: 
 
“Podcast advertising spending has continued to rise sharply as the Podcast 
industry has matured and the consumer base has grown.  In 2014 ad spend in 
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the US was estimated to hit around $90 million, whereas in 2017 estimates 
suggest it had risen to a level above $300 million.  Various reports suggest that 
by 2020 Podcast ad spending will supase $500 million with no signs of slowing 
down.” 
“However, today we see that Podcast advertising has not largely been explored  
by many brands or creative agencies. Half of surveyed radio buyers and planners 
believe that Podcast advertising is worth serious consideration, and 38% believe 
that they will experiment advertising in Podcasting in the near future (Westwood 
One). The same study also shows that 41% of marketers have discussed 
Podcasting, but only 15% are currently advertising. Marketers should begin 
looking to Podcasting in its early stages to become a much bigger theatre for a 
new and engaging way to connect with consumers.” 
(class 21 group assign.) 
 
The good news for brands and marketers is the format of advertising in Podcasts 
seems to resonate with listeners.  This is because more often than not the ads 
are created and read out by the show creators and the hosts.  For consumers it 
feels like the ads are part of the show they tuned into listen to.  And because ads 
are read by the host in their own tone and voice it feels more like an endorsement 
than it does an ad. 
 
“This effectiveness of Podcast advertising is reflected in the data now being 
shared by some of the industries largest advertising networks.  One study 
suggests that over 60% of listeners buy products from Podcast ads.  While 
another case study demonstrates that for a technology brand their ads on 
Podcasts are 2-3 times more effective than ads played on other platforms. 
Further to the positive momentum a recent article published by Wired magazine 
(January 2018) outlined the many reasons that advertisers have for being excited 
about the space.  For the first time since the introduction of The Podcast, major 
business, tech, media and marketing organizations are talking about Podcasts 
being a mainstream medium in which brands can advertise their products and 
connect with consumers.” (class 21 assign.) 

   
 
Tab. 1 
 
Top Ten 



 

 

 

As a leading market the content produced and available in the US market trends 
towards a higher production quality.  By this I mean that, unlike other markets 
(and the US 5-6 years ago), we see a much higher investment being made into 
creating custom programming and attracting well known talent.  Shows are 
developed and hosted by writers, producers, actors other more well known and 
established mediums such as TV, movies, radio, and theatre. 
 
In the assignment we took a quick peek at iTunes top ten week 11 2018 to 
compare to other countries:   
Pos Show Title Produc

er 
Sponsored (By) Genre Distributi

on Type 

1 WorkLife with 
Adam Grant 

TED 
Talks 

Accenture 
Bonbos 
Warby Paker 
JP Morgan 

Busines
s Podcast 

only 

2 The Daily 
  

Morgan Stanley 
News & 
Politics 

 

3 Invisibilia 
 Marvel Comics Science  

4 Kickass News 
 www.gofundme.com/kic

kassnews 
News & 
Politics 

 

5 THE LAST 
MOVIE 

indepen
dent 

CrowdSourced Perform
ing Arts 

 

6 The Joe 
Rogan 
Experience 

Talking 
Monkey 
Producti
ons 

Affiliate Ads 
Own Licensed Products 

comedy  

7 The Savvy 
Psychologist's 
Quick and 
Dirty Tips for 
Better Mental 
Health 

Host Dr. 
Ellen 
Hendrik
sen 

Product endorsement 
TalkSpace (Therapy 
company) 

Self-
Help 
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8 History on Fire 
author 
Daniele 
Bolelli 

CrowdSourced 
Blue Apron 
Other lifestyke 
sponsors 

History  

9 Hidden Brain 
NPR  Science   

10 Female 
Criminals 

Cutler 
Media 
and part 
of the 
Parcast 
Network 

Crowd Sourced 
Amazon Affliate 

Society 
& 
Culture 

 

 
Tab. 2 
 
The list reinforces the picture of the US market being strong on quality content. I 
know and have listened to most of these shows, And all of them have very high 
production value and knowledge-based content. Perhaps then, given the above, 
it is not surprising to learn that in the last few years the landscape of companies 
in the US that have entered the Podcast content creation space has changed 
dramatically.   
 
When the top publishers of Podcast content in the US are examined it is seen 
that major content creators and publishers are taking the medium very seriously. 



 

 

 

 

Tab. 3 

3.3 Danish Market 
Denmark is a relatively small market with around 6 million danish speakers. As of 
today no one produces Podcast in a language other than Danish.The two major 
players DR and 24syv don’t because of their public service obligations. But 
Denmark has a large and proud tradition for producing radio, and it seems like 
the new Podcast media is fastly growing. 
In second half of 2017 15% af the danes used Podcasts weekly. Podcast 
downloads from DR (flow and Podcast-only) increased by 9% in 2017 compared 
to 2016 
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Tab. 4 Numbers of danes listening to Podcasts weekly 
(source DR Medieforskning) 

 
Tab 5. Danish Podcast on iTunes 
 
One year ago ago there would be American Podcasts represented in the Danish 
top ten. As an indication of an emerging Podcast market we are now seeing the 
top ten is Danish content for the first time. 



 

 

 

It seems like there is a tendency towards content in your native language. 
 
When I look at our survey taking from the Itunes top 10 list week 11, 2018, it goes 
like this: 
30% comes from DR 
20% comes from from Radio 24syv 
50% comes independent producers doing PODCAST ONLY 
(Later in the thesis I will show other numbers from DR Medieforskning that might 
be more valid - it has also Podcasts in english. But appr. 50% of “others” is the 
same number) According to this 50% of the Podcasts are traditional flow-radio 
shows from the two big players financed by the government. DR is much bigger 
than 24syv (DR have 7 radiochanals - Radio24syv only one). The reason why 
Radio24syv is doing as good as DR could be, that their target group is younger, 
and that they work more in serials. Radio24syv strategy is that Podcast is just as 
important than flowradio when they make new concepts. For DR Podcast is still a 
side product to the flowchanals. 
From the data available we could see that comedy shows were popular with 
consumers especially for well established comedians- making a (sponsored) 
Podcast can bring success. We also saw that crime-serials work (like the 
american role model Serial who was also a huge success in DK.) Pieces like this 
is expensive to produce, so maybe it’s not a genre for the commercial market to 
dig into yet. But if we follow the american stream, we could make the assumption, 
that big companies will soon put big amounts of money into producing Podcast in 
high quality. Denmark got a few examples already with Audi or B&O supporting a 
Podcast.  
  
Advertising Spend 
Denmark (like some other european countries) has for a long time been a public 
funded industry for audio content (Radio/ Podcast). As the largest public station 
DR has had an almost total monopoly for many years. Radio24syv launched its 
service around 7 years ago in an attempt by the Danish government to create a 
more competitive and open market.  Public funded stations such as DR (and the 
BBC in the UK) have severe restrictions on what, if any, private money can be 
accepted for advertising, product promotion or even product endorsements. 
 
Since writing the assignment the Danish industry has changed once again in a 
agreement where the Danish government reduced DR’s budget by 20%. The 
impact of this decision made DR shutting down several popular radio channels as 
well as reduce the budget on the core channels from 2019. 
This change in the market will see a void left in terms of Podcast content 
produced and made available in Danish. It could create favorable conditions for 
new businesses and/ or independent producers to step in and fill the gap at a 
time when globally we are seeing an increase in downloads. 
 
The Danish sponsored Podcasts work primarily via money given to the producer 
pr episode. Some mention their sponsor in the beginning or the end of the show. 
Some writes it in the description.  Some Danish companies have tried  
experimenting with the model seen in the US with discount for a product while 
using a code mentioned in the Podcast but not at any meaningful scale. 
 
For the most part the ad supported model in Denmark is in its infancy.  However, 
we do see similarities to where the US market was 4-5 years ago.  Recently big 
companies like Blockbuster have announced Podcast sponsorship deals in 
Denmark. 
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As discussed above there are two major Podcast publishers: DR and Radio24syv 
in Denmark and both are 100% government funded. Content from either 
publishers are not ad supported. It is considered public service content. They 
have traditional flow-radio stations, but DR has for the last couple of years 
produced audio for Podcast only. Radio 24syv doesn’t produce Podcast only. All 
their shows have airtime in flow radio on FM or DAB. 
Itunes top 10 week 11, 2018 Podcasts 
Pos Show Title Producer Sponsore

d (By) 
Genre Distributi

on Type 

1 MADS & MONOPOLET DR Public 
Funded 

Talk 
radio 

flowradio 
at DR 

2 Same As 1. Another episode     

3 ANDERS & ANDERS independent Advertisin
g 
Blockbust
er 

Comed
y show 

Podcast 
only 

4 HER GÅR DET GODT independent Advertisin
g 
Irma/ 
Grocery 

Comed
y show 

Podcast 
only 

5 PERFEKT UPERFEKT independent none Lifestyl
e 

Podcast 
only 

6 Same As no 5. Another 
episode 

    

7 UNÅDEN radio 24syv Public 
Funded 

Curren
t affair 

flowradio 
at 24syv 

8 Same As no 1. Another 
episode 

    

9 VOKSENVENNER Independen
t 

? if it is 
sponsore
d it is not 
visible 

Comed
y show 

Podcast 
only 

10 Same As 6. Another episode     

Tab. 6 



 

 

 

Interestingly using these numbers 50% of the Danish Podcast content is created 
by independent producers. That is a milestone for Podcast in Denmark. Only a 
couple of years ago nobody produced Podcasts. And the market was owned by 
foreign productions. When DR and later Radio24syv began putting their 
radiocontent out as Podcast as well, they could do it, because they already had 
the fundings from the government. But nobody made Podcast under commercial 
circumstances. In this way Denmark is quite unique because of the strong 
tradition for public fundings to broadcast. The result was that nobody wanted to 
enter that field. Because there were not any money to make. But that has 
changed over the years, and more and more independent producers are now 
trying to find a way for a business model that works. In interviews I will talk  to 
some of the producers about  this.  
 
What interested me was to note, that lifestyle shows were rising up the lists. 
Lifestyle coaches, yoga instructors, sociale media influencers who already have a 
blog and a brand are doing good, when they add a Podcast to their portfolio. It 
seemed like there is a market for sharing intimacy and vulnerability. When doing 
my listening review I will look further into this area. 
 
Things going for the danish market: 

● Demand from companies who ask for expertise in the Podcast-producing 
field 

● a great know how for producing quality content 
● a new generation of journalist will be attracted to the hype and trendy 

atmosphere about producing Podcast 
However: 

● Monopoly and very strong old tradition for government paid public service 
● regulation means lack of $$ flowing to independent publishers 
● Population & sale numbers- the challenge about the small language trib 

3.4 Ten Key Drivers 
At the end of the class 21 assignment we made up 10 key drivers and placed 
them in a certain/uncertainty matrix. 
I will copy/pasted it here, because I think we summed it up very nicely and it still  
gives a good picture of the situation: 
 

1. They’re free 

Most Podcasts are free. There are hours upon hours of free content which lowers the 
barrier to attract new consumers 

2. Wide Variety, Niche Genres 

For entertainment, for business, for anything, creators of Podcasts have access to 
audiences looking for a wide range of topics 

3. Measurement 

For brands and advertisers to get really serious they need to know who’s listening, 
when and where.  And most importantly what’s working.  New analytics tools are 
bringing a level of insight to effectiveness that didn’t exist before 

3. The way you like it. 
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Because content is on demand Podcasts create new listening situations that didn’t 
exist on radio (for example shows about sex and intimacy) 

4. Reuse existing content, find a new audience 

If you already have a blog, a magazine or are active on another content platform this 
is new platform to leverage get the content in front of new people 

5. Anywhere, Anytime 

We are getting close to having real-time Internet wherever we are.  At home.  On the 
move. In a moving car, it's going to be very difficult for conventional radio to compete 
with this model where content is completely on demand. 

6. Keep multi-tasking 

Let’s face it you are probably watching TV, checking your phone and eating dinner as 
your read this.  The world is multi-tasking and Podcasts are perfect to listen to when 
you are already doing too much. Now you can listen in the bus, on your run, driving a 
car 

7. Have it your way/techs 

Podcasts are available across multiple platforms which means it’s easy for 
consumers to find and access.   

8. Trendy 

Podcast audiences tend to trend towards the younger consumer.  This consumer is 
typically more comfortable paying for access to content they really want and is often 
a good indicator of platforms that become more mainstream. 

9. Money isn’t the issue 

Unlike many other content types creating Podcasts doesn’t require a lot of upfront 
financial investment or specialist skills. 

10. Flexible content format 

There are no hard guidelines that Podcasts need to adhere to.  Your Podcast can be 
as long, or short as you desire and there are relatively few content restrictions. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Tab. 7 Importance/ Uncertainty Matrix 
 
3.5 Demand And Pricing 
 
The demand for Podcast content is steadily on the rise due to larger audience 
numbers that are continually looking for more niche and specialized content.  In 
fact the demand for high quality content is outstripping the demand for general 
content as evidence by the movement in the US from independent and cheaper 
to produce content or content that was just repurposed to content now being 
created only for Podcasts by production companies and creators known for 
producing quality content for other mediums. 
Similar in many ways to music streaming platform, the Podcast business model is 
based in two different revenue streams, advertising and subscription: 
Advertising: 
Prices are based on impressions and impressions are measured based on how 
many times a Podcast is downloaded. According to eMarketer, average Podcast 
advertising CPMs are currently around $21-22 and are expected to rise over the 
next few years. 
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Tab. 8 
 
Considering that the Podcast demand is still concentrate in niches, we believe 
that the demand curve is quite inelastic. 

 
Tab. 9 
 
Subscription 
The subscription model, on the other hand, faces the challenge of competing with 
the Podcast ad-supported model as well as with different type of audio offering, 
for instance, radio and music streaming services. This and other alternatives 
mean most consumers are unwilling to spend much on music. 



 

 

 

In that sense, as of the music streaming industry, the Demand Curve for the 
Podcast industry reflects this high elasticity of demand. In particular, it shows the 
small number of consumers willing to pay a higher price, the very large number of 
consumers willing to pay a lower price, and the big amount of potential 
consumers if the product is free. 
b

 
Tab. 10 
(source: class 21 group assignment, march 2019)    

3.6 To summon up: Where is the market going? 
By doing the example with the Itunes top 10 week 11, 2018 Podcasts, in the 
group assignment, we got an idea of the Podcast market today and the potential 
for a growing: In the US market, there is a strong tendency towards factual/adult-
knowledge-based shows.  
Like with other more traditional and non traditional media in Podcasting Content 
is King! But distribution is Queen and she is wearing the trousers. Podcast is like 
a togged sword. It is easy to make but difficult to get an audience if you haven’t 
got the right distribution platforms. Downloads are the currency of Podcasting. 
There is money to be made in Podcasting but critical mass is needed. The 
similarities between each market and a global scale are pretty close. Progress is 
steady, with a continuing growth of brand Podcasts and dynamic. Dynamic 
content insertion is still getting off the ground. The power of applying narrative 
storytelling but broadcasters have been slow to respond to these new 
opportunities. They have the tales and talent at their fingertips, plus the content-
hungry brands ready to fund it. The key is for the Podcasting industry to not fall 
into the online programmatic traps of the past, racing to the bottom with low 
value, poorly targeted and executed formats. Instead, the industry must deliver 
Podcast-specific creative that resonates with listeners, makers and, ultimately, 
brands. 
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In october 2018 I went to a Podcast festival hosted by Radiodays Denmark. Here 
I talked or listened to all of the important actors on the danish scene of the 
Podcast market. Nobody had found the holy grail yet, but the spirit was high, and 
a lot of clever people are working hard to find a business model that work. 
 
Thomas Borre, who works at Prxjects - by Mercedes-Benz has sponsored 
several Podcasts. The branded content-model. He talked about a shift of mindset 
in marketing: Where he convert the traditional advertising-budget to editorial 
publicity. His focus is relations and symbolic value. Maybe it will also lead to a 
better sell for the product as well. But it is not the only agenda. He likes his brand 
to be associated with the content the Podcast producers do. 
 
Astrid Skov who works for a big danish book publisher, Saga Egmont, has her 
focus on Talks (she calls it talks - not Podcast) with exclusive content. 
The website E-reolen has an integrated Podcast app using 3 different payment 
models: Money up front, buy out eller royalty sells. It is up to the Podcast 
producer to choose which model they want. They are looking for exclusive 
content. 
  
Stine Hammer owns a management firm. Here she hosts Podcast like eg. 
Dårligdommerne. 
She is working with a strategi of events. Liveshows are the core stream of 
revenue for the business. They also work with donations. Eg. Tier.dk or mobile 
pay or crowdfunding campaigns. She said that the way to get people to donate is 
by being open and tell about it in the programme. That this is your passion, but 
you really need people to support it in order to keep going. When you use a 
narrative and do storytelling, it is easier for people to travel along and contribute. 
She also mentioned merchandise. People want to be a part of the programme 
and take ownership and be able to share it with other. So they like to buy 
something - a t-shirt or a cup - that support the programme and can be used to 
promote the show. 
 
When talking about Crowdfunding, it is interesting to take  look at 10’er.dk. This is 
a special site to promote Podcasts. The CEO Mikkel Malmberg started the site 
to make money for his own Podcast show, but then other shows was added and 
now it is a platform that works for a continuing donation pr episode. You can 
donate from around a dollar and up. Every time a new episode of the show 
comes out, the amount is directly transferred from the account of the Podcast 
producer. The company takes 10% in fee. This is still very upcoming, but if you 
look at the income revenue, the firm has grown steadily, and there is no reason to 
doubt that this is has growth potential. When speaking to Malmberg it sounded 
like he had all kind of plans for the future. He hadn’t even used money for 
promoting the site yet. Not even all of the Podcast producers are aware of its 
possibilities yet. With a good PR campaign, this could be big. And other services 
could follow. The company is only operating with danish content until now,  but it 
is possible to donate from abroad too. You find other companies like this abroad. 
But this one - with it’s local focus has a potential - also if the Podcasters started 
to work together to promote each other projects.    



 

 

 

 
Tab. 11 From 10’er.dk 
 

4. FIELD STUDY 

As shown in my economic analysis above, Podcastistening has become more 
and more popular. You can read about it in papers every week that more and 
more danes are listening to Podcasts. But can you also see it for yourself, out in 
the real world? With this little field study I wanted to test, if it is true, that 
Podcasting has become an everyday phenomenon. So I sat out on a mission to 
see, if I could find somebody listening to Podcast when IN MOTION on their way 
to work. I wanted to get a feeling if Podcasting has become mainstream. Is it 
something you can actually see in our normal daily routines? 

 
Ill. 9 The banana-Girl. Listening to a Podcast about politics on ITunes 
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4.1 : DO YOU LISTEN TO PODCAST? 
Monday morning on the 26th of november 2018 I did a field study. It was a cold 
frosty winter day, but the sun was shining very bright and the air was clear. 
At 8.41 I left my home in the center of Copenhagen and walked to Nørreport 
Station. 
I just left my flat, when I met the first person on my way. I girl walking to the 
university, with her lunch in her hands. I stopped her and asked, what she was 
listening to: A Podcast, was the answer. I was 5 meters away from my home. I 
thought of stopping my field research and go back home - my mission was 
proven already: People out there on the streets are listening! But I continued my 
walk through Copenhagen. 
 
On my way I counted all the people I met. And I checked how many of them were 
wearing headphones. I also asked the once who wanted to talk, what they were 
listening to. On my way to the station I met 23 people. 11 with headphones and 
12 without. 
On my way I also noticed the bikes in the bikinglane passing by me. I registred 25 
bikers: 13 with headphones and 12 without. (That number kind of surprised me 
because the danish authorities discourages people to listen while biking. Some 
danish political parties even suggest to make it illegal) 
I passed by the university of Copenhagen. I notice that, because it is an important 
factor according to the population. More young people pass by this area than 
other parts of the city. According to the states, Podcasting has a younger 
audience than eg radio. 
 
It took me 11 minutes to walk from my home to Nørreport. In that time I saw in 
total: 48 people. 24 with headphones and 24 without. That is exactly 50%. 
According to my petite field study here half of the urban danish population is 
listening to some kind of music/programme on their way to work. 

 
Ill. 10. Nørreport 8.52 - 8.58: 100 people with headphones passing by me 
 
At the metro station while waiting for the train, I did another test: How long would 
it take me to count 100 people with headphones? It took me 6 minutes. 



 

 

 

This was just to get an idea of, how popular it is to listen to something while 
transporting yourself. I watched all kind of people, with all kind of headphones: 
Young men with old school big black headphones. Trendy business men with the 
modern white Apple-earplugs. Women with headphones in strong colours 
matching their outfits. I even saw a husband and wife walking hand in heads -he 
with his headphones on.    
After the train arrived, I entered the first wagon. When entering the train a silence 
comes over me. No traffic noise. It is very quiet in here. Nobody were talking. 
Everybody sit minding their own business. Locked inside their own World. 
I started walking all the way through the train registrering people. And again I 
counted all with and without headphones. In total there was 127 passengers on 
the train that morning. 86 without and 41 with headphones. At the next station 4 
more people came in. all with headphones. So 131 in total. 45 with headphones. 
Out of 131 people 45 wore headphones. That is 34,35%. Then I stopped 
counting. And Instead I started to ask what people were listening to. 
 
When asking what programme they were listening to, people answered music or 
Podcast. The music was mostly from Spotify or iTunes. The Podcast was topics 
from politics to comics shows. 1/3 was listening to Podcast. The other 2/3 was 
listening to music. No one said they heard radio. Only on demand listening. 
 

 
 
Ill. 11. Metro-Girl listening to a Podcast about the comedy show Seinfeld 
 
4.2 TO SUMMON UP: 
If I put the numbers together, I met in total 48 in the street and 131 in the train. 
That is 179 people. Of them 110 was without headphones and 69 with. I have to 
note the fact that it was a frosty day. A lot of people were wearing winter hats, 
and some could have had wireless earplugs hidden underneath. 
 
Made out of this little study, you can conclude that 38,54% of the people I met 
had headphones. I didn’t ask all of them what they were listening to. But in 
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average 1/3 listened to Podcast. So in average 23 out of 179 people that morning 
would listen to a Podcast show. That is 12,85%. So the general picture would be 
that 1 out of 8 people in Copenhagen is listening to Podcast on their way to work. 
Further research is needed to prove if this would be the common everyday 
picture. And I would have loved to hear more about why they listen to that 
specific programme!  
This little exercise was just to show how common use of listening to something in 
the public space has become. And a lot of the listening is not only music. But talk 
radio: Podcasting. Podcast listening is often stressed for it's qualities On the 
road. 
All of these people chose witch Podcast to listen to. They all clicked on a 
programme they liked. And now walking to work with that special show in their 
ears, keeping them company. 
 
When arriving at my final destination, I took my own headphones from my pocket 
and pressed play on my favourite Podcast and started to walk to my office. 
 
ADDENDUM 1:  Field Study. Graphs and Calculations 

 
Ill. 12. Only one out of 5 in this coupee -But all looking down in their phones 
 

5. LISTENING REVIEW 

In writing this thesis it was important for me not only to treat my subject in a 
theoretical way. I am a practionist by heart, and I can’t study a phenomenon 
without also getting a feeling for the content. So during my studies, I’ve been 
listening to a lot of Podcasts. 
In the following chapter I will sumon all my listening up to see if I can find some 
parallels to my literature review and my economic analyses. According to the 
officiel numbers on podcasting i Denmark, made by DR Medieforskning, 15 %  of 
the danish population listen to podcast every week. In the graph above it says 
that about 50% listened to “øvrige danske Podcasts” (meaning “other danish 
Podcasts”) It is these “others” that iÍ will focus on in the following review. 
 



 

 

 

 
 
Tab. 13: From which broadcaster have you been listening within the last week? 
Source: DR Medieforskning. Rapport, 2017 
 
5.1 CRITERIA: 
 
I will focus on danish content. And only on “other danish podcasts”, meaning 
Podcasts launched on private platforms. Produced and distributed far away from 
the public service stations DR or Radio24syv.  
I have only focused on factual. Not fiction as audiobooks. The shows are 
randomly chosen. In the months may, june and august 2018 I listened to one 
show each day. I found them by checking iTunes, Spotify or Soundclouds news 
feed or by links on Linkedin. Each day I chose the first I found that I haven’t heard 
before. I would have liked to have a more solid and scientific approach to my 
selection. But it is impossible to get information on the platforms algorism. When 
something is in iTunes top 10, it is quite uncertain and not transparent why it 
appears there. (DR Medieforskning states that the lists are not valid) And maybe 
a certain kind of subjects are recommended to me because of my search history. 
There for I chose to use my own common sense: I picked shows that I found 
interesting. And I tried to cover all different genres. But bare in mind that this is 
my personal review - based in my own opinion.  
 
I listened to 88 Podcast to do this review (or I listened to a lot more - all the 
english and americans and a lot from DR and Radio24syv) But 88 produced by 
danish independent Podcasters. I have listened to at least one whole episode of 
each show. And why 88?? Well.. That is because I have a crazy creative mind 
and like strange numbers:-) - and ran out of time. My original plan was to listen to 
100, but some of them durated more than 2 hours! I might have listened to more 
than 100 hours of pure talk! 

Addendum 2. “OTHER DANISH PODCAST” BY 
ALPHABETICAL ORDER 

Addendum 3. “OTHER DANISH PODCAST” BY NAMES 
AND CATEGORY 

5.2 CATEGORIES 
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I have divided the 88 Podcasts into 12 different categories:  
I made the 12 categories myself. Based on Itunes categories and what I found 
suitable. Eg. “originals” - there is no such category on iTunes. This is based from 
my own opinion. When listening to something that was new and extraordinaire for 
me.  
 

 
 

 
Tab.13 “OTHER DANISH PODCAST” BY CATEGORY 

 

By dividing all the 88  Podcasts into these categories, there is a clear picture of 
what is trending. Talks (25) are most popular. Next comes Friends (16) (also 
called common humanity or relational talks). More traditional genres known from 
radio as Interviews (9) and Documentary (9) are also  strong represented. 
Lifestyle (6) is for me the most surprising one. Here we find programmes that are 
very far away from mainstream eg. Plantetinget - a show about not eating meat.  
Vegetarians are still a niche, but the show has a very strong focus on it’s target 
group. So focused that even I found it interesting - even though I am not a 
vegetarian myself.  



 

 

 

I was surprised to find 4 concepts that I thought are very original. Formats that I 
think the traditional radio stations would have benefited from publicing. This 
makes me believe that there are very much potential out there. 
I also find the danish Friends/common humanity more revealing and honest than 
the american ones. And a narrative serial like 21 Roses is in the world league. I 
would state that it is even better than eg. This American Life.  
This exercise also shows where there could be a space for development and 
growth. Eg. Extended brand versions. They are very popular in US with shows 
like West Wing Weekly, Twin Peaks or Podcasts about Harry Potter. In Denmark 
we have a few - and the standard is high - it is fun to listen to. So I believe there 
are a lot of potential. Especially for independent producers, because these shows 
get their tone and nerve from the fans making them, so it is easier to show 
passion when it is sincere and authentic.  
Children is also a genre with close to no competition.   
 

 
Tab. 14 PODCAST SCENARIO MATRIX. CONTENT 

(sorry about putting a handwritten graf in my thesis - but I really like all the 
colours)  
 
5.3 I then put all of the 88 shows in an IMPORTANCE/UNCERTAINTY matrix. 
I used a graph with entertainment vs factual/information - and a graph with young 
vs mature audience. 
When you look at the grid, it is obvious to see, that young entertainment is doing 
good (like Comedy - brown). There are few shows allocated for adult 
entertainment.  That could either be because there is no audience for shows in 
that category (because adults are still listening to traditional flow and they want 
more factual traditional news) Or because nobody has tried yet to reach that 
audience.  
When you out it up like this, it is very obvious to conclude that there are a lot of 
shows for factual/mature. (Especially green, black and blue being 
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documentaries, interviews, news- all the more traditional genres) So there is a lot 
to listen to for the more mature segment who likes factual. But the challenge is 
that this graph doesn’t represent the listeners, because it is the younger 
generation who listens most to podcast. In my opinion it represent the producers 
more the the audience!  
In the category Young/Factual, there seems to be potentiel. It is also clear looking 
at the grid, that crime serials are still very attractive to listeners both young and 
adult. Friends and Extended brand versions (red and yellow) goes 
younger/entertainment. And if you look at the matrix mature/entertainment it is 
almost empty. We do not have (m)any shows like the really popular american 
shows where mature hosts talks with guests in a more relaxed and fun 
atmosphere. Eg. Armchair Expert. But I can’t see any reasons for not doing this 
content to a more mature audience. The mature audience like to have fun as 
well! And why is Sitter the only show I could find were two mature women talk?  
And the opposite: Why isn’t there any factual to the young audience?  You could 
see it as an immature unstable market with great unpredictability but many 
possibilities.  
 
In the middle of the matrix we find shows like Kongerækken and Bucket List. 
Right on the horizontal axe to the left we find Fries Before Guys and right on the 
vertical axe is Startup. They are some of the profitable ones. And I will now try to 
analyse why doing my  interviews. 

6. INTERVIEWS 

As shown in my economic analysis and my listening review the danish Podcast 
market is still in it’s springtime - waiting to blossom. But a few pioneers in 
Denmark already took the first important steps. 
I therefore set out to interview some of the most influential and successful danish 
independent Podcast producers. To ask them about their way to success. I 
wanted to try and find a connection between their passion and how to make a 
profit. But I also found it interesting to look at the people who failed to learn from 
their experience. And to talk to some of the people, that are right in the middle of 
the process struggling to make it work. 
I will summarise the common themes at the end of this chapter. 
  
RESEARCH DESIGN 
In the period between march to october 2018 I made 21 qualitative interviews. My 
selection criteria was to talk to Podcast producers who made it by turning their 
passion into profitable businesses. I have chosen to interview a group of people, 
who produce independent Podcasts on commercial terms. I didn’t pick any of the 
danish comedians who were already famous before starting their Podcast. I 
wanted people who wasn’t well known names before starting producing their 
shows. I also talked to Podcast producers, who either failed or gave up on their 
passion, is still trying, or in some ways got another job. 
For background info I also interviewed some of the commissioning editors from 
the big players in Denmark. Both public service and private operators. 
 
I have in most cases chosen people who have worked professionally with radio. 
People who are on a high level of quality. Most of them have previously worked 
for major media companies before starting their own show. The reason for this 
choice is, that I want to investigate which circumstances have determined 
whether they have done well or badly - without having to consider whether it is 
because of their abilities and skills. These are people who have previously shown 



 

 

 

great potential (and have proven successes). I have done this to narrow my 
investigation, so it will not be a question if people simply were not good enough. 
I have sought that the interviewees cover as many areas as possible (culture, 
politics, history, religion, life style, etc.) 
It should be mentioned that I know many of the participants in advance. I have 
worked with most of them. And some of them I have trained myself. This is a 
basic condition because the market in Denmark is not so big. And because I have 
been in the industry for many years. I choose to see this as an advantage over 
my research; that I know the hosts and their products in depth, means that I can 
more accurately ask for challenges. 
It could be a bias that we have previously entered into constructions, where I 
have been their boss and therefore, there might be things that are hard or fragile 
to talk about. I have therefore not chosen any interviewees, for which I have had 
direct HR responsibility, so there will not be  "noise on the line". For the sake of 
honesty, I will make a note on the ones I know in advance. 
 
I made an INTERVIEW GUIDE with an ecological approach. I asked about 

1. the CONTENT of the Podcast show. From a personal perspective: 
Why did you start Podcasting? What makes your content unique? How do you 
work with your role as a host? 
2. Then I asked interpersonal - about the connection to the LISTENERS: 
Who are your audience? How do you attract more listeners? 
3. Then I asked to the institutional approach about FINANCING and 
DISTRIBUTION: 
How do you get money to finance? What else can you do to raise funds? 
What are you doing to get your show out? (streaming, live events, etc) 
4. And at last I asked about the cultural factor. The PURPOSE: 
What impact on society do you want to make? 
In the end I asked: Is there anything else you could tell me in order of my purpose 
with this interview? 
 
My INTERVIEW STRATEGY was to divide interpretation from the things that 
were said. 
I wanted them to share stories in a narration and also facts. To listen to how they 
interpret the world. I wanted to find out what personally motivates them: What is 
their passion? I wanted to hear about the concept and about audio/Podcast as 
the medium. 
I wanted to know what they think about their listeners and the facts behind their 
business model. And I wanted to know why they are doing it. What is the purpose 
in a more cultural context? 
I had a presumption that they would have a lot to say about question no 1 and 4: 
Their personal motivation and the higher purpose. I had a feeling they didn’t do 
any work on finding out who their listeners are, and only did little or very 
unstructured work about no 3. 
These presumptions is build on my own experience working with creatives for 
many years. But I tried to put all my personal presumptions away while doing the 
interviews and asked and listened open and curious. 
 
ADDENDUM 4: LIST OF INTERVIEWEES  
 
 
6.1 THE ONES WHO MADE IT   
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Ill. 13 
 
ANDERS OLLING, Podcaster, Kongerækken 
 
Anders Olling (AO) is an educated journalist. He worked professionel in public 
service radio for 8 years for the two big public service broadcast radio stations in 
Denmark. My personal relation to AO: He has been an internee at one of the 
shows I was in charge of, but I was on maternity leave, so I barely don’t know 
him. His Podcastshow Kongerækken is a very original concept, where he and a 
co-host systematically go through all the kings and queens in danish history. 
His motivation for doing a Podcast came from within himself. He quit his job 
because he was tired, stressed and burned out. 
 
"I wanted to do something CON AMORE. I'm interested in history and there were 
no programs. P1 had closed “Alletiders historie” and 24syv did not have anything 
on history, so I thought strategically. There was a gap in the market. But I had no 
concrete idea.” 
 
So AO started out by analyzing the market. This very strategic approach turned 
out to work fine. But only because he also got the right idea for a strong concept: 
“I got the idea for Kongerækken  when I was driving on a Polish highway in the 
backseat of a car. We listened to the Podcast “stuff you should know" , a show 
that has this paddling style. Kongerækken was a nice concept that gave itself. By 
going through one king (or queen) pr episode, it served all the content of the 
individual program. I hooked up with a history student. Because I knew I had to 
have a co-host who knew more about history than me. " 
 
Asking about the financing AO explains, that he didn’t try to pitch the concept for 
any broadcasters. He didn’t think they would be interested. And he was fed up by 
pitching for the traditional broadcasters. 
 
"I had a strong urge for doing it myself. “The American Way" -thought. I tried to 
get sponsorships by sending a sales letter. I didn’t know how to do something like 
that. I was an amateur on business." 
 
AO chose the format TALK out of convenience. It was too expensive and 
complicated to do “real” documentary. But two guys talking together in a studio 
was realistic. AO explains that he like this style, because you can turn up and 
down for your ambitions according to how much time/money you got to produce 



 

 

 

the show. You can do it without any guest and a minimum of research or make it 
more complex. AO had a plan on producing 10 episodes on stock before 
publishing. When asked about their business model AO answers: 
 
“I had heard about content marketing. And I wanted to try and get a sponsor. 
Should it be a cultural institution like a museum or something truly commercially? 
I did not really care. Frederiksberg Castle said that we should contact them later 
in the process. 
When we launched on november 2016, it was without funding.” 
 
Asking about the listeners AO says, that at first they had about 500 daily plays. 
Listens exploded because they were reviewed in a newspaper. Suddenly they got 
2000-4000 plays a day. 
Frederiksberg Castle agreed to finance the last half of the 1st season. It 
corresponded approximately to one day's salary per episode. 
The National Museum contacted them. 2017 was the anniversary year of the 
reformation, so they made a series about Luther. Later they were contacted again 
by the same museum and made another appendix “the Wars of Denmark.” This 
time with a nice budget. 
Now they have in total 2.5 million plays spread over 90 episodes. 
 
Their Podcast show evolved to live events. They didn’t do any work to get the 
jobs. People called and wanted one. They were contacted by a publisher who 
would like them to publish a book. They also made merchandise (eg. a set of 
playing cards). Because of the book they became “fine enough” for libraries and 
educational systems and could start to lecture. The livevenue Bremen contacted 
them for more live events. There was a lot of hype and publicity in the press. 
They also tried Crowdfunding and raised 50000 kroner. But it felt a bit inverted for 
AO: 
 
“We used all our energy on advertising. So it felt like begging and I didn’t enjoy 
producing the programmes, because we spend so much time and did so much 
work just to get the money. We had Ti’er.dk in mind,  but never had the time to 
try. When working so indie as we did, there are things that will hang in the open.” 
 
Later they were contacted by the newspaper Politiken. First as consultants but 
now as permanent employees. Politiken bought the concept and hired both of 
them to be editors on a new edition for History. 
 
“Actually, it was not the ultimate dream that they bought us. I would have loved to 
stay independent, but it was too exciting a project to say no. We have waived 
freedom. But there are also many goods at being employed. We had a well-
functioning full-time business running. It was a combination of many elements. 
But the Podcast was central. It was our claim to fame” 
 
AO’s takeaways for success: 

● Professional background. Experienced craftsman. 
● Strategically spotted a hole in the market 
● Clear and simple concept   
● Allied himself with an expert 
● Selected an adjustable talk format that is realistic in terms of production 

conditions 
● Build around your brand: live events, educations, merchandise, books 
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● Launching without fundings, had episodes on stock and thoroughly 
seeking sponsorship 

● Crowdfunding 
● Timing, momentum, review in newspaper 

 
 

 
Ill. 14 
 
MORTEN RESEN, CEO Golittle, Podcaster, Startup 
 
Morten Resen (MR) was an internee at the programme where I worked many 
years ago. I haven’t worked with him since. Before becoming a Podcaster, MR 
was a radio host and later a talk show host on a very famous tv morning show in 
Denmark. So it is important to notice that he had a huge fan base before he 
started Podcasting. He was unsure if they would follow him, because the Podcast 
was a totally other set up than his mainstream TV show. He explains why he 
started Podcasting - for the same reasons as AO: 
 
“I had a crisis in my life and was in a place where I wanted something new. I quit 
my job because I wanted to try to start my own company. I had an idea for a 
company and I thought I would try to make a Podcast that followed my process. 
So I bought a microphone and pressed recording and made the first episode right 
away. Because I already had a big fan base, it got quite a lot of listeners, so I just 
had to follow the flow and produce and publish the next one. I chose an open 
exploratory narrative style, where I honestly shared all my experiences. Also 
around agreements with sponsors, wages, etc. The listeners became very 
engaged. I have some really dedicated listeners now who offers help and 
support. It is quite amazing but I think I have much more devoted fans now, than 
when I was making television. I get many mails with positive feedback. And I try 
to be as accessible as possible.” 
 
MR does not check the number of listeners, but he knows that the Podcast has 
had over one million downloads. 
MR got a sponsorship after a couple of episodes. He tried different models and 
companies - and tells openly about it in the show. His first real set up was small 



 

 

 

sponsorships of 5000 kroner per episode. (NB: MR called it small. I have to note 
that 5000 kr is not “small”. I talked to Podcasters who get 2000 per episode) Later 
he got a fixed agreement with Danske Bank. 
Now he gets 20000 kroner per episode and makes 2 every month. (40000 kr is a 
fine monthly salary for a journalist. And bare in mind that MR is doing this as a 
side project next to his company) 
MR comes from public service, so I had to ask him, how he feels dealing with 
commercial sponsors? 
 
“Regarding sponsorships you just have to embrace it and do it - or not. I have 
chosen to work with my sponsor as an integrated part of the story. I am totally 
open about it in my show” 
 
The Podcast has become an inseparable part of the company's DNA. It was 
never made out of the idea of being a marketing platform, but it has become one, 
because it's a very good channel for it. MR is very busy with his company, so in 
some ways he would like to stop Podcasting and focusing on his business. But it 
is hard for him to stop Podcasting again. Now that this Podcast is his basic 
revenue stream. 
In the end when I ask, if he has anything else to add, MR states that a turning 
point for him was winning Prix Radio for “best Podcast 2017”. Not that it 
generated anything new, but for himself, personally, it was a proof that he made 
it. All by himself. The Podcast worked! As he summons up the interview in the 
end: 
 
"The Podcast gave me a freedom. It is nice to decide for yourself and to make it 
all by myself. Do what I think is cool! " 
  
MR’s takeaways for success: 

● doing storytelling in an authentic and honest narrative 
● getting a good sponsor deal 
● using this Podcast as a marketing platform for his company 

  

 
Ill. 15 
 
LE GAMMELTOFT, CEO, Heartbeats. Podcaster, Bucket List 
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Le Gammeltoft (LG) used to be a DJ in DR P3. We worked in the same company 
but on different radio channels. 
Now she created her own netradio chanel with a cultural profile. She presents her 
own Podcast Bucket List, and she launches new Podcasts with new presenters 
and topics every month. Her medium is fast growing. Since I did this interview 
with her in April 2018, she had hired 2 more full time employers to help her 
manage and promote the site. Her strategy is to use the word culture - instead of 
calling the site a media. 
 
“It must have a cultural touch - feel the human behind. We would like to take 
responsibility for cultural dissemination. In art, literature, tech, private economics. 
Things that interest the modern person.” 
 
Heartbeats has a Facebook reach of 200000 and 60000 unique users. Bucket 
List, which is her most popular show, has 65000 downloads a month on iTunes. 
The target audience is the 25-40 modern quality conscious user. 
 
LG describes her biggest challenge as being ahead of time. When she started, 
very few people knew about Podcasting. An distribution is still a problem. 
Especially working with copyrights for playing music. 
Asking about the business model, it is based on 2 steps: 1) production for 
companies. 2) BRANDED CONTENT where she produces Podcasts for 
heartbeats.dk with sponsors. LG explains that the sponsor deals are value-
based: 
 
“We match on value. Companies have no influence on the content. If they want to 
advertise, we can produce it, but then it's 100% on their platform. We are very 
clear with our sponsorship. Otherwise the credibility of the products will be in 
danger. We discuss with the legal authorities whether to call it “sponsorship” or 
“in co-operation with”. I like to use the last one. We need to approach customers 
who understand the business model. It requires brave marketing managers for 
the value effect can not be measured. Branding is positioning your product for a 
target audience.” 
 
They operate with 2 payroll models to the Podcast producers: A fixed fee without 
partner and a fixed fee with partner. So everyone is getting paid - sponsor or not- 
but LG states that “we still speak symbolic wages” 
LG has learned by experience that it is easiest to get partners after a season. So 
she launches Podcasts without sponsors, when she believes in the pitch and find 
it suitable for the overall Heartbeats strategy. And then she works on getting a 
partner for the show afterwards. 
 
LG’s takeaways for success: 

● very clear business model 
● match content and customers on value 
● work with target groups 
● launch first - get partners along during the shows. 

 
To summon up I find it common for all three interviews, that their starting point 
was leaving their old company, because they from different reasons were fed up 
with producing in traditional old systems. The need to be independent and “do it 
on your own,” is a very strong driver in all 3 cases. And they all talked about how 
much they enjoy the freedom of being on your own. I find this very motivating with 
the situation I am in myself these days. I also notice that they are all very 



 

 

 

professional. They operate in 3 different genres: Kongerækken is a serial of 
TALKS - doing storytelling on history with the same two hosts in all episodes. You 
choose topic driven which episode you want to listen to (you may skip Christian 
the 4th and go straight to Frederik the 9th) Bucket List is an serial of interviews 
with a new guests in every programme, (so you choose guest driven, whom you 
like to listen to), and Startup is an ongoing narrative driven serial, where it is 
difficult to skip an episode in order to follow the storyline. 
So I can’t conclude that one genre is working better than others. On the contrary 
it seems there is room to make it in all genres. 
They also use 3 different business models: MR had a plan to make a tech-
business from the beginning. The Podcast was a side product, but for MR it 
turned out to be one of the basic pillars in his company, because he got the 
money from the sponsorship of his Podcast, he is forced to still producing it. LG 
had a plan to build a whole radio station and her Podcast is more of a side 
product to her business. Because she still likes to produce herself and is good at 
it. For AO the Podcast became the foundations of all of the business. The same 
model is the case in the next example:     
 

 
Ill. 16 
 
NANNA HOVGAARD, Podcaster, FRIES BEFORE GUYS 
Nanna Hovgaard (NH) has no journalistic background. She just got an idea to 
Podcast together with a girlfriend i january 2016. She wanted to do a talk-cast. 
The genre some call “common humanity” or “relational Podcast” where two 
friends talk about themselves and daily day life. Nobody else did it in Denmark at 
that time. And they just started to record. They felt that they invented the concept 
themselves. 
 
“I think we thought there was something very special about the Podcast media: 
It's authentic and you can really immerse yourself in relation to, for example, a 
Youtube video. It is an intimate media that fits into those kinds of conversations” 
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The two young women felt that there was missing a format were they could mirror 
themselves. They would like to tell about all the human feelings. And try to show 
some other types of role models, that you can relate to when you are young. 
They wanted to show something completely normal. At first it was not so honest, 
but in a humorous universe. Later when they felt more secure, they started to 
share more private details. When asked about the listeners, NH answers: 
 
“We thought this is a really good idea. It might become popular. We had the idea 
of creating a universe that could be empowering* for a lot of others. We wanted 
to create a consensus that it's ok to feel wrong. We just thought it would be like 
our phone calls and facebook conversations. We had confidence that the 
interaction we have together is high-quality and would be something people 
would listen to. We have become very aware of the craft now. But the starting 
point was the conversation.” (*ones again: We don’t have the word empowerment 
in danish - but it is the best translation I can make out of the consensus) 
 
Fries before guys has 30-40000 about listeners per episode. And 2.5 million 
downloads in total. They have had several sponsor deals: They had a period 
where every episode was sponsored by different companies. Now they have an 
agreement over 8 months sponsored by the same company. And on top of that, 
they are open to companies buying into individual sections. They always judge 
the sponsors according to what feels right for them: 
 
"If it seems sticky, we do not say yes. It must be credible. Otherwise, listeners will 
immediately notice that. So we choose from what suits our brand. We have a lot 
of self-determination. - that is the benefit of being the pioneers. " 
 
In order of distribution the turning point was that Bauer Media (the leading 
commercial radio company owning some of the biggest private radio stations in 
Denmark) reached out to them. They made a deal, where Bauer promoted their 
show in a radio commercial - and then had their product on their RadioPlay 
chanel. It created a lot of new followers. They got a review in a newspaper but 
more important a famous Youtuber talked about them in a Youtube video. It 
made the boom for them. They became the queens of Podcasting in Denmark. 
But they stopped the partnership with Bauer Media. Now their have an 
agreement with Podland who takes care of the commercial sponsorships and 
working as an agent for them. 
 
I also interviewed the editor of innovation at Bauer Media Rune Born Schwartz. 
He was the one who spotted Fries Before Guys. And hyped them by making the 
radio commercial for their show. But he also lost them again. He explains that he 
couldn’t give them the attention and feedback they needed. So for him the 
partnership wasn’t a good deal, because they left without making any profit for 
the company. But Rune learned a lot from the cooperation and is now working on 
finding sustainable business models for taking new talented Podcasters on 
board. NH explains that they didn’t thought they got anything beneficial out of the 
deal. They didn't feel they were fit for the mainstream media company. They saw 
themself as a niche media. (My reflection is that they made a clever decision that 
kept their integrity, but I have to add, that one could state, that they got a lot a lot 
out of the deal. Going from a couple of thousand listeners to around 35.000.) For 
NH the feeling of freedom was important: 
 
“We still feel that we are in control of it all. It's good that we have 100% control of 
what we send out. Control and responsibility feel cool. For us, it's an important 



 

 

 

part of it. We like the intimate atmosphere. We have always tried to keep that 
feeling from our starting point. " 
 
At the moment both women are earning a living and they call themselves 
professional Podcasters. Not directly from the Podcast but all the services around 
it. 
But what are their plans and hopes for the future? They have a dream of turning 
their brand into a sustainable business. To turn the Podcast into a production 
company based on their brand. They would like to be able to write books, give 
lectures, talks, doing live events and expanding the concept. Maybe even with 
video. Like AO and Kongerækken they see it as the snowball effect: Let it roll and 
see what is happening. There seems to be many opportunities to keep 
developing the format. They also hope that the audience will grow with them. 
When getting more mature and maybe step into marriage and family life, they 
hope that the listeners will be in the same positions in life and still wants to follow 
them. 
Personally, I have to add, that I almost cried when NH talked about her dreams. 
The two girls are so young and talented, and I really hope for them, that they can 
make it. Imagine that I never stopped producing myself - and that I still had my 
followers from back then - now growing up with me. That is a beautiful thought. 
And I think they have the possibility to do it - if their continue to produce their 
show with ongoing development.   
 
NH’s takeaways for success: 
- found a hole in the market. They were the first to do it 
- authenticity and intimacy generosity  
- building a business around the brand 
- keeping integrity and control. Not sell out the brand 
- hooked up with partners taking care of the business site for them 
- grows and develops with the concept 
 
6.2 THE ONCE WHO ARE STILL STRUGGLING TO MAKE IT   
 

 
Ill. 17 
 
MANNAH GULDAGER, Podcaster, Lyden af et bedre liv 
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Mannah Guldager (MG) is a Podcast host on "lyden af et bedre liv" (sound of a 
better life) She has produces 98 episodes of the show. She has no journalistic 
background and started out as a yoga teacher. She has never worked with 
medias before. 
Therefore, I found her case very interesting, when I encountered her Podcast, 
which a friend recommended me. It was of high quality and I thought: Where 
does one like her suddenly come from? Later, I met her to an event at the center 
for Podcasting, and I could feel how much passion she got for her project. 
She tells me, that she started out by doing a yoga Podcast, but changed the 
name and concept to a more general talkshow. 
 
"I was crazy about yoga and 2 years ago I discovered that there was no Danish 
yoga Podcast. It was the perfect combination of want to convey and the need of 
attention to “be on”. I listened a lot to other shows, eg 24syv, looking for yoga 
Podcasts. I did not have a single source of inspiration. I just got the feeling that I 
should do this. It was a struggle to get someone to advise. I could not find help. A 
friend suggested a particular microphone (a H5zoom) that I bought and I paid him 
to help edit.” 
 
When asked about the challenges of being autodidact she answers: 
 
“I'm in the middle of it. I was very uncertain at first. I feel I could not figure it out. 
but it's just human being. At first I felt there was nothing I could and everything to 
be learned. Now it's a matter of finding the energy between me and my guest. It's 
extremely important for me to ask for something I do not know. I don’t regard 
myself as a journalist. I'd rather be a phenomenon. Journalists must have their 
facts straight. It may be a charm to stand a little outside of it. I regard myself as 
entertainment.” 
 
Asked about her listeners, she answers that for MG the listener interaction and 
the reciprocity between her and the listeners is very important. As in the case 
with many of the other Podcasters, MG has never sat down and thought 
deliberately about how she wants to connect with her audiences. It has 
developed over time. 
To a large extent it seems to be her personality, that has driven her sense for 
interaction and the bond with her audiences. 
 
“I think a lot about them. I do not do this for my own sake. I would like that what 
I'm doing is about someone. I was told I should think of the segment. I went for 
the yoga segment first. Through my own environment and the fitness 
environment I gained some followers.” 
 
Asked about distribution MG tells, that she just joined Libsyn. It is a hosting 
platform you pay to get yo Podcast on all streaming services. It costs money to 
sign up. Until now it has just been through her own website and itunes and social 
media. She is not doing so good at getting new followers and likes right now. But 
if she got some media coverage, it generates new followers. There are 
approximately 2500 plays in averages per week. 
 
MG does not earn anything on her Podcast yet. She has trouble finding a 
sponsor. She asked a lot of different companies but everybody turned her down. 
She also didn't know how to approach them. How much should she ask for? She 
stopped trying and is now focusing on live events. She is selling tickets for the 
shows. But she also have expenses for the technics, so it is even and has no 



 

 

 

revenue. yet.. So why does she continue? Because of her passion! And to MG 
there is no doubt: 
 
"I really wanna do this and succeed. I have a need of becoming a public figure. I 
like to stand out and stand up”" 
  
MG hasn’t been lucky in getting publicity via the traditional medias. You could 
claim that it is because lack of the right network. The danish media is a pretty 
small community where most of us know each other. Coming from the outside - 
you don’t have the same network. A woman like KS, who we will later meet, was 
well connected because of her earlier jobs. So was AO, MR and LG.    
   
MG’s takeaways for success: (work in progress) 

● passionated, strong minded, persevering and eager to learn 
● publish regularly and continuously in high quality (has an editor on every 

programme) 
● thinking in segments 
● active on social media with video teasers and persona authentic updates 
● trying out live events 

 
 
 

 
Ill.18 
 
MARIA TEGLKAMP, podcaster, Bag Knapperne. Owner Lydbilledet 
 
Maria Teglkamp (MT) is only 26 years old (same age as NH) and is not formally 
trained in journalism. After hearing the american podcast hit Serial, MT decided 
she wanted to make a podcast. She contacted the University Radio (a stadion 
were students often get their debut playing with the radio medium), but there was 
no room for her. She decided to do it herself. Although she didn't know anything 
about it. She made a podcast on cultural phenomenons. She just threw herself 
into it and made a lot of mistakes. She listened a lot and tried to imitate the good 
ones. She didn't think about the listeners. Only what she herself thought was 
exciting. 
 
“Podcast is what I love. I have a dream of making my own audio studio. I have a 
huge drive. It's all about throwing yourself into it. ” 
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MT later got a paid job doing a podcast for an organization. She got many 
listeners because of well-known guests who promoted the shows on their social 
media profiles. She tried to get sponsorships but did not succeed. She made her 
own company offering consultant work. To get tasks as an expert to help others. 
She has a dream of being able to make a living from the podcast and the 
services in her company.. 
When asked about the business model MT says, that she is bad at business. She 
has no overall strategy or schedule. 
She has got some inquiries after writing a blog post, but it's not something she 
makes any profit on yet.. 
 
“I never made any targeted marketing. Only via my facebook page. I haven’t 
done anything to promote the company so far other than blog posts on linkedin.” 
 
She believes in networking. She helps everyone everywhere she can and doesn't 
feel she has lost anything doing it. She is very inclusive even though she does 
not get paid back directly. 
Now she has made more strategic calculations and has made the podcast Bag 
knapperne (Behind the Buttons). It's about podcasts, so here she gets an 
opportunity to talk to all the people she finds interesting and networking through 
it. 
 
MT’s takeaways for success: 

● generosity and reciprocity. Just say yes. 
● just (try) and do it. Fail fast, learn from the best 
● work on more than the specific show - being a consultant, etc 

 
Common for MG and MT is that they have no track record of formal training. 
None of them have worked in the mass media before starting their podcast 
carrier. They both talk about struggling a lot with all the basic techniques and how 
to make a storyline. This might not be a disadvantage in the long run. But it 
seems like it takes them longer time to get establish compared to eg. AO, MR or 
LG who were already established professionnels with a proven track record. (and 
also +10 years older) Nanna from Fries before Guys didn’t have any formal 
education as well. But her timing might have been better. She was a first mover 
and got some of the hype and media attention, when podcasting suddenly 
became “the new black”. And she works in a team with another - so the two of 
them had more energy to split up tasks between them: One is doing all the 
technical issues around the podcast and the other one focuses on marketing. 
You could also reframe the question and state that no formal training is a good 
thing, because MG, MT and NH just do it. They are not afraid and jump straight 
into the task. MG is using the same business model than AO - who succeeded -
trying to build a brand and a business up around her show. MT has chosen to 
make a company with consultant services - more like the model LG is using. And 
she seems to be getting some attention, so maybe it is just a question of time 
before tasks with real money comes along. Both of them could definitely need 
some help and guidance in how to run a business. Like for all the rest of the 
people I talked to, it is not the business side that motivates them. Fries before 
guys realized that pretty early on and hooked up with partners doing the 
commercial deals for them. 
     
Common for MG and MT (and a lot of other podcasters I talked to) is that they 
have tried to provide sponsors without luck. When I hear them tell about their 
attempts to provide sponsors, they seem a bit random and not strategically 



 

 

 

worked out. I think there would be a lot to gain here if they made an effort to get 
more info about the market and work more strategically approaching the 
companies. The snowball effect can do good things in the beginning, but it can 
also roll so fast that you lose track of things. And if you are not working 
strategically, you can very easily be knocked out of defeat, when somebody turns 
you down. I know that feeling from myself: I tried to contact some companies for 
potential sponsorship around the podcast I am producing for this thesis. But the 
attempts where half-hearted, and when somebody turned you down, there is a 
tendency to just forget about it and try something else instead. I talked to Rachel 
Rukow, a podcaster at Voksen ABC, she is on Ti’er.dk (a crowdfunding site) but 
she only have a handful of backers. When asked about it she said, that so much 
else is going on, so she never made an effort to promote it. 
AO and LG and MR worked very focused on getting sponsors deals. I saw the 
sales letter AO wrote in the beginning trying to attract sponsors for Kongerækken. 
It is very well written and they send it out to a lot of places. And remember the 
point of his story: The first sponsor said no in the beginning but later said yes. So 
you need to be persistent and follow up. LG explained that she invites a lot of 
potential sponsors for coffee. Just to get to know them and their needs and talk 
about opportunities in the future. 
 
Common is also that they have very little knowledge of how to prize themself and 
their products. They all express a need for help in finding out basic skills like: 
What do I charge for my show? I know that Center for Podcasting did some 
events, where they invited speakers to come and tell about stuff like that. I think 
that the organisation should do a lot more to promote this events, because there 
seem to be a need for informations like that. 
My next interviewee also talk about the same need for having a community to 
support and feedback. 
 
REGITZE MARKER, podcaster. Troværdige Talks 
Regitze Marker (RM) is a pastor of the national church. She has sideways 
worked as a freelance journalist and produced a TV show with me about faith a 
couple of years ago. 
She has always circled around conversations about existence. Her interests are 
not only connected to faith but about existential issues in the broader sense. She 
invented the concept of “Trustworthy Talks” (TROværdige talks) in collaboration 
with the national church and Roskilde Festival. The concept was to create 
dialogue between young people of all different religions. She subsequently cut 
the material and put it on Youtube. Now she wants to try her luck with podcasting, 
She is attracted to the podcast format, because it is faster and cheaper and more 
flexible than producing TV. 
When asked about her dreams and ambitions, she states that she would love to 
make a living out of podcasting. Asked about the content and her concepts she 
answers: 
 
“I never learned how to do it. I don't know a shit about concepts. I drive in my own 
direction and my sense of freedom around what I want. I'm too old to not do what 
I'm passionate about. " 
 
RM has entered an agreement with the record company Sony. She explains, that 
Sony contacted her, and she has no idea how Sony found out about her project. 
Maybe they saw it on Youtube or via link on Facebook. But Sony was very 
excited about the conversations and wants her to make a podcast. For a start, 
they take 2 of the conversations and cut them into podcasts. She gets 20000 
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kroner. If that goes well, then they have talked about making 50 episodes more. 
The duration has to be 30 minutes (this is a requirement from Spotify) 
Sony has offered royalties to her and the contributors and otherwise "expenses 
paid". Regitze has no idea what to charge for it. She is not a member of a union, 
so there is no one she can draw on for recommendations. She is also concerned 
about the copyrights. Whether she keeps the patent of the concept itself. On the 
other hand, she tells a story about the artist collective Superflex, which she is 
very inspired by. They work with reciprocity and share all ideas. So she just try 
out an will learn on the way. 
 
Asked about the listeners, she answers the same as the most of my interviewees: 
 
“I'm not thinking about who could listen. I'm just thinking of doing something I 
think is good. But I think that it should not be too intellectual and that I have to 
guide the listeners. I don't imagine any particular people. I mostly think of it as 
when I teach my graduates ” 
 
Right now she is struggling to find a new title and what the concept should be. 
There are no claims on the content from the sponsor. They do not interfere with 
the content. 
Regarding distribution Sony offers all access to the big streaming platforms. So 
her product will get a wide span of publicity. 
The challenge is the danish language. Is it too narrow? RM tells that Sony 
doesn’t think it is a problem. They see a potential big danish marked. 
For her the marketings department and the use of music without paying 
copyrights is of big value to the deal. 
 
Asked in the ending what RM would like to add, she says, that she misses 
somebody to work with. Podcasting is very solo. She needs feedback and an 
environment where you could meet and exchange profils and competences. 
 
My personal reflection: It amazes me that RM has gotten such a good deal 
regarding the fact that she never produced radio before - when I think about how 
many skilled radio people are out there. But I have worked with and I know she is 
a strong and convincing pitcher who has clear ideas and passion. In addition, she 
has a charming knowledge and is wise and inspiring to talk to. So in this way I 
understand that she has made it. Maybe it also has something to do with the 
topic: There is not much competition in the faith/religion area. 
Again in this interview, I think she has extreme focus on the content and all the 
considerations behind what she wants to convey. But no focus on the users or on 
the business model. After we finished the interview, I advised her to focus on 
closing the agreement with Sony and find a concept that is so broad that it can 
continue over many seasons - like this American life. Instead of sitting and 
working on many different small ideas for short series. I look very much forward 
to hear what she ends up with. 
RM’s takeaways for success: (work in progress) 

● deal with a company who’s got the distribution platforms 
● topic without any real competition (yet..) 
● knowledge and persistent 

  
6.3 THE ONCE WHO DIDN'T MAKE IT 
 



 

 

 

Andreas Foldberg (AF) is a formally trained and educated journalist. AF tried for a 
while to be a podcaster, but he gave up. He also did voluntary work in the Center 
for Podcasting. 
He has been unemployed for too long, so now he got a job as a waiter. When 
asked about why he gave up, he answers, that it was difficult for him to convince 
any companies to work with him, because there is no “sender” on the product. It 
is a real problem, that you don't have a broadcaster to back you up, when trying 
to get sponsors for your show. 
I asked him what he has  done in relation to potential business partners? 
 
"You spend an incredible amount of time on potential partners. Many are 
interested and want to be in dialogue. But they end up saying no to support you. 
However, I have had a couple of exciting possible collaborative projects, but 
nothing that has given birth yet. 
It is simply a problem that when you are calling a potential sponsor, one cannot 
say where you come from. People still don’t get the platform of podcasting. 
Where do you call from? people ask. It's hard to answer "from the Internet". It 
would be good if you had a platform that collected independent productions. A 
website or a channel. So you had a place to be connected to.” 
 
My personal reflection: AF didn't have a product. He tried to sell the idea and the 
concepts. But didn’t succeed. Maybe because It is very difficult to sell a dream, if 
you are trained in producing and not in marketing/leadership. AF’s passion is 
podcasting - producing in sound - but he is not passionate about a specific topic. 
Maybe that made it too general. And his attempts to produce for companies was 
not persistent. I used to work with Andreas, and I know that he is a really skilled 
journalist, so it is not because of the quality, that he didn't make it. But I see this 
tendency with many creatives: (including myself) We are so focused on our 
ideas, that we have a hard time to understand, why people don’t get it. 
AF had a very exciting idea of making podcasts to companies intranet - that is, 
collaborating with companies to use the intranet in the workplace to report in the 
form of stories about all the exciting things that are going on. But he did not 
succeed in getting anyone to buy in on the idea. My theory might be that he does 
not get his project presented sharply enough, so non-creative businesspeople 
can see the value of it. And that he may not have the proven experience needed 
to make people believe in his idea. I think this is a two-edged sword: People like 
AF (and me!) need to know how to do better presentations. But marketing people 
also need to open up their minds. Like LG explained it, it takes forward-looking  
marketing managers and brave leadership behind it. 
 
The conclusion after the interview with AF might be that it is completely hopeless 
to find a way to make your podcast profitable. Because in many ways AF did all 
the right things. He tried to develop concepts that soothes the companies he 
approached. And his ideas are okay. In fact, it was quite disappointing to talk to 
him. When I know that he is really talented. 
AF was very focused on "telling stories". The only thing that is stone sure was his 
passion and love for the radio medium. But that is not enough, I can conclude. 
  
Overall for those I talked to who failed to make it, my guess is that maybe they 
tried too hard to meet the customer needs - without any knowledge about their 
business strategies. IF they should succeed on commercial terms, I think you 
need to have an approach that is much more business oriented. As a consultant 
you need to advice about the overall strategic decisions for the company. Not 
only on how to produce a specific show. 
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To me it also seems that they focus too hard to try and sell concepts for the old 
traditional media channels. 
It also seems to me as if they are not strong enough to think in clear concepts. 
They want to "do something about" and are outraged to sharpen it. 
AF didn’t start producing his show. He wanted to have a commercial partner on 
board before doing it. That is a more traditional way to work. Like I was taught in 
my old company. We would never start producing anything unless it was already 
sold in to a broadcaster. But maybe this is not the right way to work anymore. 
The interviewees who just started small by themselves got more luck. Eg. MG 
and MT that now have a show in their portfolio. It gives a social credit and add 
value. 
 

 
Ill. 19 
 
KAREN STRAARUP, podcaster Spildtid 
Karen Straarup (KS) produced only 3 episodes of the podcast Spildtid (Time 
Waster).  I never worked with KS, but I heard many good things about her. I 
listened to her show Spildtid, and I was very impressed. It is very high quality. 
And in a genre not many other produce: A thematically founded exploration about 
a certain topic with her as the narrator and guide. So I was interested in asking 
her, why she started producing, AND - maybe more important - why she stopped 
producing her show. She tells me, that she started producing the podcast, 
because she was unemployed returning after maternity leave. 
 
"I had a hard time without any plans. Before maternity leave I stopped as a host 
and I couldn’t return afterwards, so I had bad self-confidence and felt insecure in 
a new role as a mother. I had concerns about the prospect of being an 
unemployed journalist. But I got a technician to help me and without him, I could 
never have produced the show so well. But otherwise It was just me. It's anxious 
but creative, too. 
The big podcast wave tamed the country with Serial. I realized that I could do it 
myself. I thought that it was something I just had to try. I bought a zoom recorder 
and a hindenburg license and got very high. It was a completely crazy feeling of 
just doing it yourself. 
I was my own editor and did not feel I was missing an editor. I am quite well in 
control of the editorial processes and it was important that it was 100% me.” 
 
Asking about the listeners, she says, that she didn't think about them at all: 
 



 

 

 

"It was only for my sake that I did. I did not care and only figured it was my father 
and mother who would hear that. 
I've been working very much with the meaning and the message. What I want 
with this. I want to do something. Insane important that it had a message - that it 
would make an impact. I would like to move people, give them an experience, be 
challenging!” 
 
When asking what she did to promote her programme, she has a very interesting 
answer: She held a reception to celebrate that the 1. episode was out. She 
rented a cafe and invited everybody over to listen to the show together. Making 
an event out of it generated a lot of publicity. 
 
"It felt really good and people were super sweet and brought gifts and flowers. 
Some pictures were taken and shared on social medias. Otherwise, I've only 
shared it on Facebook and Twitter. But no boosted postings. 
 
She didn't do anything to sell the concept. Nor did she try to get a sponsor. She 
has no answer to why she didn’t try. She just wanted to do this show for herself. 
To prove that she could do it. 
 
“I have not done anything in regards to sponsorships. It grew by itself. Perhaps I 
was lucky to be one of the first. I was interviewed pretty often and a review was 
made in the newspaper Politiken. That meant a lot. An episode was also played 
in Copenhagen's Radio Cinema, but otherwise I have not done anything. I have 
also not tried to sell the concept to some radio stations or have made other 
events or actions. 
I have no insights in segments or where there was a possible gap in the market. 
In general, I'm very bad about that. I had no business model. On episode one I 
collaborated with Netudgaven. They paid 500 kroner to launch on their site. But I 
skipped it again. I did not feel that I got anything out of becoming associated with 
them. And I'd rather be free and independent.” 
 
KS stopped producing her show after only 3 episodes. That is why I put her in the 
category for the once who didn’t made it. But it turns out that she stopped 
producing because she started to get paid assignments and got too busy. And at 
the end she got a very cool job. She is now working as the podcast editor for DR 
P3. One of her productions just won the Prix Radio “best podcast 2018”. 
She doesn't connect it to her podcast directly, but she explains that the podcast 
boosted her self esteem and her creativity doing the show - and it gave the 
courage to move on applying for jobs. So maybe KS succeeded anyways. In her 
own opinion she did: 
 
“I succeeded, I'm proud. I'm glad I did it. I have a product that I will also be proud 
of in 30 years. The keyword here is probably the uncompromising feeling I had in 
connection with doing it." 
 
When talking to KS about her show, it gets to me, that maybe I should reframe 
my question. This is not only about how to make your podcast profitable in a 
common sense of making money. You need to look at other kind of value. For KS 
the podcast gave her social and symbolic value. Another kind of profit. As she 
explains it herself: 
 
"I gained self-esteem and experience. The podcast media is a non-compulsory 
playground where you can practice. Interaction is important when practicing. It 
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had a value in terms of profiling myself. The podcast has been a good 
companion. And I've always have it as an escape plan to fall back on." 
 
My reflection about the interview is that KS (as most of the others) described 
exactly the way I work myself: Doing stuff that feel important to yourself. It was 
motivational and inspiring to talk to her. To find out that she made it- Just on her 
own. Without making an effort to find fundings. Just a very cool concept produced 
in high quality. But it became very clear to me that this is a different kind of profit - 
and I might have to adjust the whole thesis proposal. Maybe it is not people's 
intention to earn a living by podcasting - at least not for her. It was much more 
psychological factors that mattered to her. She saw the podcast as an opportunity 
to do something by herself while waiting and looking for other options. It gave her 
a confidence boost. The podcast became empowering.   
I have to bare in mind, that most of the interviewees are younger than I am. They 
have aspirations that doesn’t fit my own. Eg. MG who has a dream to be spotted 
by DR or Radio 24 syv. For her it would be the biggest dream come true to 
broadcast on a traditional media. I’ve been there - done that. But of course I can 
still remember my own hopes and dreams when was young. 
This is not only about money. But about positioning, branding, having a business 
card, something to write on Linkedin. A foundation to build on, to be proud of.. 
This is another kind of profit. The human capital. 
 
KS’s takeaways for success: 

● used time and energy to develop a unique high quality concept 
● engaged with a professional editor on the sound design 
● made an event out of the show and got media attention 
● used the podcast at a business card 

 
6.4 TO SUMMON UP THE INTERVIEWS: 
As I have tried to show in this chapter there does not seem to be a single factor 
or a one-size-fits-all formula that can be used to explain what works, when you 
want to make your Podcast profitable. 
But looking at the Podcasters described above who made it, there does seem to 
be a few common themes in their way of handling the business models: 
First of all they have a genuinely passion for their shows, which can contribute 
to their programmes and which can add value to their work. They all assume an 
identity as Podcasters. 
Secondly, I find it striking that most of them had no idea about how to make 
business before they started. LG seems to be the only one who made a strategic 
business plan before starting out. For every else it has been learning by doing. 
And none of them took any additional education in order to learn it (like maybe an 
mba-programme). So it is possible to learn everything along the way. Though 
they all state that they could have used some help along the way.   
Thirdly, they all produced several seasons of their show. What characterizes a 
Podcast with succes is that they keep on producing- episode after episode. 
Several people told me that it was first after 10 episode somebody started to 
noticing. AO said that some sponsors were interested but said: Please contact us 
again after more episodes. So a keyword is continuity. 
 
Another keyword is ownership; several of the interviewees talked about keeping 
control and freedom. It's MY medium! There is no one else to come and tell me 
what to do and why. They all have a very authentic drive. Like in AOs and KS 
and MG case they all been in point of crises in their life. They needed something 
new to happen. They needed the ownership. To be in control. 



 

 

 

 
One thing that was an eye opener for me doing the interviews, was the symbolic 
value: When I went out to do the interviews, I though the criteria of success was, 
that the producers could make a living out of their show. To earn real money in 
order to pay the bills and continue to produce. But I forgot about the more 
psychological factor: For several of the people I talked to, money wasn’t the 
most important thing. Like MT who has a normal day-job and only did Podcasting 
for fun. For her, Podcast is a medium to express herself doing the stuff she likes. 
IF she can make a living out of it in the long run, it would be a dream come 
though. But right now it is okay to do just for fun. She had some jobs where she 
didn’t earn any money. But it was okay for her, because she just wants to position 
herself in the field and get some attention. So.. you could state hat MT is a 
success even though she doesn’t earn a living from Podcasting (yet).   
For KS it was even more clearly expressed: For her the Podcast show was 
important to show, what she could do on her own. She used it as a digital 
business card. And it worked: She now got a very nice and prestigious job. Even 
though she only did 3 episodes. When looking into her case, the key to success 
was, that she did a show of very high quality. She had a friend doing the sound 
design, and it is so well played, so the show stands out from the crowd. This is 
not a “we need more crap”-type of show. This is the next level. And she got a 
good review in a newspaper. Also she hyped the event by celebrating the 
release. That generated a lot publicity on social medias at the right timing where 
Podcasts where hyped and “the new black”.  So KS used the show to positioning 
herself. She got her self esteem back by proving she could do it. And it payed of. 
Just in another kind of value.   
According to my literature review, there are a many statements from the 
interviews that align with the PSI-theory. NH from Fries Before Guys said, that 
the honesty and skinless self-exposened style came slowly after getting to know 
their audience, They felt safe in the Podcast environment, because they know 
that people subscribe to their show, because they like them. So it feels secure to 
share intimate and private details. And the more they share - the more positive 
feedback they get. It is not like publicing something on eg. Facebook and get a lot 
of hate comments. Why should anybody listen to a show for up to one hour, if 
they didn’t like the host? The para-social relationship creates safe space to share 
more. MR also said that he has more devoted fans on his Podcast than when he 
was a famous TV host. 
 
This leads to my last point. KS confirmed my presumptions that the independent 
Podcast producers are strong at question 1 and 4, (personal motivation and 
higher purpose) but they do not make any effort about question 2 and 3. 
(audience and distribution). You could state that this is a lack in the school of 
journalisms in Denmark. But not many of my interviewees went to formal 
journalistic schools, so that cannot be the (only) reason. But maybe it is just a fact 
that creatives like Podcasters are more focused on the content than on the stuff 
surrounding the programmes. Considering the fact that most of these Podcasters 
didn’t thought about the listeners but only made what they wanted to do for 
themselves. I am trained in having a strong user focus. And I still think that it is 
important - and that it could help a lot of the independent Podcasters to be more 
aware of the marked. But I like the fact, that it is possible to get an audience just 
by doing what you believe in. It made me think of one of the pre readings from 
the US module: 
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“In media industries, many people produce content without remuneration for 
artistic reasons and intellectual satisfaction or in some cases due to the need of 
affirming themselves and to generate public visibility.” 
(Faustino/Ribeiro: Managing Media Firms and Industries, 2016, p. 81)  
 
Faustino/Ribeiro states that radio has  become profitable businesses. But that 
media companies aren't as profitable as they were in the past, and traditional 
business models are no longer as valid. Today, there is a great uncertainty. The 
media industry is going through a period of accelerated transformation and is 
characterised by a comparatively radical disruption. Those that are specific to 
particular media industries are individual and based on unique talent. 
 
"this has had dramatic consequences for traditional media industries as a 
disruptive and destabilising effect, but also opening new areas of business 
opportunity - even if so far complicated to monetise successfully." 
(Faustino/Ribeiro: Managing Media Firms and Industries, 2016, p. 61) 
 
Companies focused on unique creative products - such as books, 
computergames, music, movies or Podcast implement strategies where the profit 
from one product is used to cover the expenses of another product. The 
"hit"model, successful products compensate investments in unsuccessful 
products and generate all the profits. 
7. MY EXPERIMENT: How can I make a Podcast out of my 
own voice?  
So far so good. As shown in my literature review the personalities (or personas) 
are hugely important when connecting to an audience. This was also highlighted 
by the interviews I did. 
Now I want to try to put my findings into action regarding my own carrier. How to 
turn my own passion into profit? 
To try and answer this question, I need to have a real product to test my results 
on. So I have to produce a Podcast myself. In order to do that I will make an 
experiment: 
 
7.1 Research design:  
I will track down some of my old followers and ask them, what they liked about 
me as a radio host back then. And if I went back on air - what kind of programme, 
would they like me to do - to start listening to me again. 
 
My topic is simply identifying if the theory and analyses and the empiric data I’ve 
done so far have any value in practise. By identifying the research problem: Can I 
turn my Podcast into profit?  
I constructed a hypothesis, that if I had followers back then, I could attract them 
again, if I find the main key points of the success back then. 
I will compare this with the key points about how to make a strong PSI.  I need to 
find and repeat the PSI bond to my old followers. I will take the results and test 
them on a larger group. I will use the result from the economic analyse and the 
listening review, compare it with the empiric data from my interviews to try to find 
a business model that works. Will I thereby manage to produce a show that has 
the potential to get a group of followers again? 
 
FOCUSGROUP: 



 

 

 

I send out a message in a facebook fan group for the programme Barometeret 
(DEB). Somebody created the group when the programme closed down i 
december 2018. 
I asked if anybody who remember me as a host, would like to fill out a 
questionnaire https://www.facebook.com/events/1508444049273232/ 
 
6 people answered me back. 2 males and 4 women. I send them the 
questionnaire in late september with dueline the 1th of november. All 6 answered 
back. 
 
ANNE MARIE GERMUTH (AG), 39 
ZAFIR NORDULF (ZN), 40 
KATJA MUNK PIIL (KP), 41 
MICHELLE LYNGSDAL (ML), 44 
SØREN FORSBERG (SF), 39 
SØREN ROSENØRN (SR), 42 
 
Questionnaire: (google translation) 
 
What impact had the programme DEB to you as a listener? (individuell) 
How much of this was due to the specific host? (interpersonal) 
What do you remember about the host? 
What do you think about your relation with the host? (PSI) 
Would you listen to that specific host today? (culturel) 
In case; what should the programme consist of? (institutional) 
Anything else you would like to add? 
 

 
 
Ill. 19 Handwritten letter to my as a presenter on DEB 
 
 
7.2 Focus group result: 
I gathered the informations for the questionnaire and will now show some of the 
key points: 
 
When asking: What impact had the programme DEB to you as a listener? 
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They all have difficulty describing in words, how much the programme meant to 
them. Because, it turned out, it meant so much to them. When ZN explains it, she 
even use the word “holy” about that time a week, where the show was 
broadcasted: 
 
ZN: “The electric barometer was a huge part of my identity. It was a time when 
Sunday evening was holy and the words through the host tied me together with 
the other listeners and I felt in a close community, although, as a teenager (and 
as an adult), I have a hard time with group dynamics and as a teenager I was 
quite lonely.” 
 
AG talks about a free room/free space to share her feelings. 
AG: “DEB meant my free room where I could pulled in and break my inner 
feelings. I was allowed to be who I was, so it was a free space to share all joy, 
sadness, anger and teenager frustrations.” 
 
They also talk about the programme as a community and the feeling of being 
united: 
 
ZN: It became a natural extension of my diaries and I felt that I could share 
everything with the Barometer and the other listeners. Along with the music, It 
made me feel safe and gave me friendships, with others like myself. 
We linked friendships and unity across the country, through the radio.” 
 
Some describe as a free room, other as confidential space, where you felt safe to 
share. One says it was like straw to the oxygen or a hook into reality. The 
programme became  an anchor. While another is more down to earth and just  
saw the programme as a relaxing free time. SR states that you also have to think 
about the time frame back then: 
 
SR: “There was no social media. You either met with your friends. or you called, 
or wrote a letter. But then there was this 3. window - a stranger in the radio who 
read up to several thousand letters from people every sunday night. The 
programme has meant incredibly much. It stands very strong for me today. It is 
wild that it is so strong. it was just a radio program. 
 
SF also talks about the period of time in the late 90’s. And he talks about 
intimacy. 
SF: “Barometer was about to be young at a particular time (maybe before the 
world became digital?) And caught a feeling that the future was an infinite 
horizon, that time went infinitely slowly and that the future was far away. 
DEB was the source of most music I listened to in those years. I was most 
enthusiastic about the listening letters, and thus the program created some kind 
of invisible community where the listeners were anonymous and emotionally 
intimate at the same time.” 
 
Some are talking about empowering. (I have to note that we don’t have the word 
Empower in danish. In the danish texts they use a couple of other words to 
describe the feeling - but I think that empower is the best way to translate it. Like 
ML explains: 
 
ML: “ It was a period of my life where everything felt very fragile and very 
vulnerable. The programme empowered me. With my adult reflection over time 



 

 

 

then, I think, especially DEB came to work like a straw to the oxygen or a hook 
in reality. Sunday evening and the four hours Radio became an anchor in my 
everyday life and that made me stick to life. It sounds 
Maybe a little loud, but that's how it was. I felt understood, seen and heard in a 
way i did not experience anywhere else.” 
 
KP is also mentioning the feeling of togetherness 
 
KP: “It was my weekly rest period and the electric barometer was the highlight. 
To me it was a time and a space to relax and step into myself. That's where I 
was presented to the new music and that's where I "met" others who were and 
thought like me. Where I was confirmed that I was not alone and that it was ok 
to be me and not to shut down in the box that life in a Danish sleeping city would 
otherwise want everyone to fit in. 
 
How much of this was due to the specific host? 
When asked about the individual host and how important that was, some are very 
focused on a particularly presenter, some people had a couple of favorite hosts: 
 
SR:  I remember their mood and flow. But all the hosts meant something to me. I 
looked up to them. Everyone had their tone and style in how they were talking. 
They created a confidential space for thought. It was unique that it only took 
place linearly in the radio. 
 
ZN explains how the relationship to the hosts evolved over time. From not being 
important, to be more and more important, the more you listened to the 
programme. She describes it as getting more and more connected with the 
“family”. She talks about a feeling of being taking seriously and feeling “save”, 
when listening to her favourite host. 
 
ZN: The hosts meant more, the longer I got into the 'Barometer family'. The 
feeling that the program meant just as much to the hosts, as to me, was strange. 
It was not that I did not listen if it was not one of my 'favourite host', but it was 
safe when there was a host where I felt the extravagance. Which really was 
crazy because the confidentiality was shared with 1000’s of listeners, around the 
speakers. But I felt I was taken seriously. I'm having trouble saying exactly what 
you meant, but 20 years later, it's you and Christoffer I remember. :) 
 
Some still remembers the different profile of the hosts. And they liked a 
combination of different hosts with different personalities. 
 
AG: “Christoffer, Vigga and you, Dorte, were three of the wildest hosts with the 
coolest personality. So I liked the three of you. And you where all special. In each 
of your voices, each of your personality 
 
ML: The hosts were a big part of especially DEB. Each of you had presence and 
empathetic approach to listeners. How I could feel that empathy and the 
commitment was different from host to host, I have difficulty explaining it. But it 
was something with the choice of letters, the way to read aloud, the voting and of 
course the choice of the music. Your angle was different, because you chose a 
different type of letters and you were better with direct contact with listeners. 
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For on in the focus group the specific host wasn’t relevant - it was the content 
and the atmosphere of the programme, that was most important, and se can’t 
remember a clear difference bestween the various presenters. 
 
KP: The individual host was not so important to me. Of course there were some 
hosts I liked better than others, but for me it was first and foremost the concept 
and the atmosphere. 
 
Whereas others still remember each specific presenter: 
 
SR: I remember the voices of the hosts. I can clearly remember them. I can easily 
remember all the hosts' names. You can wake me up at night and I would know 
them by heart. I can remember their characteristics. their mood. I did not know 
how they looked so I had formed my own picture of them. 
 
Someone even mentions an element of competition between the listeners. That it 
meant something to stand out and being important. The goal was the presenter to 
read one of your letters out load on air. 
 
SR: I remember the hosts stood very strong. As someone you looked up to. It 
was like a competition. I wanted the presenter to read my letter on air. That was 
what it was all about. to sit there tight and listen if you got his letter read up. 
 
SF: 
In the Barometer context, she was a highly valued presenter-a bit like if you have 
a diary that you can share in secret. I wanted to be heard (by Dorte) while I would 
like to remain anonymous for the mass. 
 
For others they had one favorite host. When asked specifically about me:  What 
do you remember as a distinct characteristic of the host? all 6 in the focus 
group points out my voice. 
 
AG: You have the coolest voice. I still have some taps recorded with old shows. I 
still love listening to the tapes because it brings back memories. 
What you meant to me was very special. The way you read, the energy you came 
into the radio, your ability to convey a new piece of music, your ability to link a 
song along with a clip from one of the letters. It was just so perfect. 
 
ZN: Your very pleasant voice. And that you were good at taking me (and other 
listeners) in and giving us a sense of belonging to the program 
 
One guy talks about attractiveness. 
 
SF: I always loved her voice. It's hard to put an eye on what you fall in love when 
it comes to sounds. I had a penchant for Kim Deal / Breeders and for Miki 
Berenyi / Lush, and Dorte's voice had a bit of the same quality. 
 
Other key words were Presence, confidentiality, integrity, sharing, intimacy, trust, 
confident and curiosity. Humility was also mentioned several times (personal 
note: This is a word I would never stick on to myself, and doing this experiment 
this word is the one I have reflected upon most) 
 
AG: Here I met the most humble, acknowledging, open, curious but at the same 
time deep professional host / interviewer. 



 

 

 

 
SF: Dorte took sensitive subjects seriously without making things therapeutic. 
She was confident and curious and did not express value, positive or negative. 
She was interested in her subjects and sources, not by herself but as a mediator 
 
AG: The characteristic thing you have is that you put all the facades away and 
see the person sitting in front of you, you read the letters on the radio with such 
humility that I do not know where you have learned her. I'm sure it's something 
that lies in your nature.  
 
What do you think about your relationship? (did you feel that it was a 
relationship and in case in what way) 
The focus group all felt  very strong connection. Maybe not to the specific host. 
Some felt it more generally towards the programme. Some described the feeling 
of belonging to a community. Some even says it felt like a family. 
 
AG: The relationship I felt there is almost impossible to describe with words. In 
some ways I felt we knew each other. I had taken my innermost soul into a 
number of letters week after week.. Of course it was you who knew me and not 
the other way around, but it was as I thought I knew you anyway. because you 
sent out the passion, humility, your voice, your tone, your mimic (though we could 
see you). It did something inside me. Had I met you on the street in those years I 
would have ran over and given you a huge hug as if you were my family member. 
I felt that way. 
 
The feeling of belongingness is mentioned by several 
 
ZN: I felt the barometer was my family and the relationship with the host was 
strong. That we all had a 'name', eg 'Zafir from Frederiksberg', etc. Made us feel 
like we belonged there.. I felt that there was a strong relation. It felt like I would 
voluntarily renounce that safe place in a chaotic teenage time. 
 
Again some felt more connected to the programme than to the specific host. 
 
KG: 
I think I felt that I had a relation to the electric barometer (if you could have a 
connection to a radio show?) More than I had a relationship with the hosts. 
 
I didn’t ask if they felt a fan-connection, but some of the old listeners mention it by 
themselves. 
 
ML: 
In mid-June 1994 I wrote my letter number 100, and it was by chance the Sunday 
you and Vigga were hosts for the first time. As with the barometer's birthday, 
coincided with 
My own birthday, I also felt that the coincidence gave us a special connection. 
It is 
shown very fan-like, that is, to see patterns in random cases that way, but I did. 
If you can describe the relationship I felt, as a fan-like relationship, I'm a little in 
doubt. I do not know how to specifically describe a fan, but maybe I was. 
I didn’t ask them about attractiveness. But it is very clear in SF’s answer, that he 
had feelings - in some way - for me. A relationship build around trust 
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SF: I had a love for Dorte - and because she often read letters that made great 
impact, which made me quite motivated to write down thoughts, etc. There is 
something magical about the feeling that you can share intimate and personal 
thoughts with a stranger who you for some reason trusts. I trusted Dorte and it 
was a pretty nice thing to have when you are 16-17 years old and so confused 
about everything. 
 
When moving on to the now - 2018 - and asking: Would you listen to the same 
host today? If so, what should the program be about? All 6 in the focus group 
states that they would like to listen to the same host today. But for 2 out of 6 it 
would depend on the subject. For some, just to listen to the same host again 
would be enough to make them curious. Out of different reasons. One mentions 
that the voice of the host is the most valued factor: 
 
AG: “I would like to listen to this beautiful voice again. I'm sure you can make the 
most boring program interesting with your voice, your liveliness, your humility and 
interest and curiosity” 
 
But they also raise the question about time passing. I am older - they are older: 
 
SR: Yes, I would definitely. the voice is the same today. but time is different and 
my age is another. It is completely unthinkable to create the same again today. 
but the program could deal with anything. Today, the host could send from the 
toilet with her iphone. but still in the personal intimate form. It might be fun to 
hear the host voice again today in your headphones 
 
KP: If I wanted to listen to the same host today, 100% depends on the program. 
But the likelihood that I would be curious and trying to hear what it was would be 
bigger because I would have an expectation that the content sued me. 
 
Asking what the program should be about,the answers also shows a pattern: 
 
AG: The program should deal with people, what people do, human behaviours. 
About the relationship that takes place between two people talking about what is 
happening between two who are greeted by each other. It is about chemistry. 
 
It seems that the feeling in the programme is more important than the actual 
topic. Several talk about Presence. one says that she would still like a close 
interaction. 
 
ZN: A program where presence and listening interaction is close. A program 
about music, literature or creativity. 
 
Topics increase around culture or relationships. 
 
ML: 
I would like to listen to you today, but of course it will be a matter of the subject. It 
is 
Rarely, I hear radio, but I'm happy with Podcasts and audio books. I am 
happy for assemblies and for slow, rhythmically-told and empathetic tales 
about 
people. Podcast like this, I think you would be good at making. It does not have to 
do with a known person, but the presence, The empathy with - and the loyalty 
to the portrayed is significant in that context, 



 

 

 

 
KP: I like programs / articles / Podcasts that tell you something about how other 
people live their lives. Insight into everyday life that creates an understanding 
of why we are and do as we do and ultimately make us more spacious people. 
I found it very exciting to get an insight into the lives of others. Especially those 
who do not live like me. 
Events: 
In the end of the questionnaire I asked if people had other things to add. All of 
them mention the events that sometimes were combined with the programme. 
They talk about the chance of meeting the presenters in real life and they all talk 
about it as a good experience. We have to bear in mind here, that it was before 
social media, so nobody knew how we looked in reality unless you got a chance 
to meet at a live event. 
 
ML: At the barometer party in May 96 there was another listener who pointed you 
out for me and I went to say hallo. It's such a moment I can clearly see for myself. 
I do not remember what we were talking about, but I remember the short 
moment. 
 
SF: Of course, it was hugely satisfying that Dorte sometimes read my letters on 
air-and that she could remember me, when we ran into each other a couple of 
times for concerts. 
 
Merchandise: It seems to be important for the listeners to owe something 
connected to the programme. It had a lot of symbolic value, because other 
listeners could recognize you, when you wore it. And because it send a message 
of belonging t the programme when wearing it. Several people mention the t-
shirts you could win by writing into the program. One says: 
 
AG: “When I finally after a long time of trying, won a STILLE t-shirt, my happiness 
was complete. Mega acknowledgment, I think, indescribable satisfaction. I still 
have it today..” 
 
FINDINGS: 
If I look at the statements from the focus group and compare them to my findings 
in the literature review, I can connect the findings in the statements with the 
theory of the para-social relationship. Both the focus group and the PSI-theory 
had following keywords together. 
Togetherness (instead of Loneliness), Presence, Attractiveness, Connection, 
Affiliation, Credibility, Trustworthiness 
 
By conducting the experiment I was surprised that the all still felt so strong and 
had such clear memories about the programme. And I got even more surprised 
that some of them talked, like they (still) got feelings for me. But I also note, that 
they all talk about it in a very nostalgic way. I am not sure, that it would be the 
same again, listening to me today. I am older - and they are older - and maybe 
they don’t need that feeling of a safe space anymore. But that feeling of nostalgia 
could be something to investigate further.. 
I also doubt if it was me as a host or the specific concept or atmosphere of the 
programme, that was most important to them. Maybe they will prefer to listen to 
old cassette tapes instead of something I produced today. But one said 
something in the end, that I notice about reciprocity: 
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AG: “something has moved me and really shaped me, and I will would love with 
great joy and humility to give it back to you” 
 
Reflections on the experiment: 
In all of the answers - especially in SF’s - you can feel a sense of strong emotions 
towards  the presenter. I have to note, that for me - as the presenter - I had a 
feeling like this: I too remember many of my old listeners. I remember all these 6 
people from the focus group. I don’t recall exactly what they were writing about, 
but I remember their themes, and I remember details. Like one who were bad at 
spelling (which didn’t matter to me), ones who had very strong personal 
narratives, ones who wrote in personal fun anekdotes, and ones writing more 
philosophically trying to catch some perspective. The ones who wrote directly to 
me - and the ones who wrote more general. And I remember having a veneration 
for SF’s letters. He was my one of my favourite listeners. So.. maybe you could 
argue that the parasocial relationship isn’t so “para”. But that there was some 
kind of a real connection. 
 
 
7.3 EXPERIMENT PART 2: CONTENT 

 
 
Ill 21: Me asking my facebook friends if i should go back on air producing a 
Podcast and in case, what subject to choose? 
 
The next step was to test the focus group results on a bigger audience. I therefor 
wrote a status on my Facebook and Linkedin profile. I have open profiles, and 
more than 1500 connections on each media.  I asked out in the open, if people 
wanted to listen to a Podcast show with me today - and in case: what content 
should I produce. It turned out to be an open brainstorm. More than 150 people 



 

 

 

liked or commented on the post. It was both people I know, and people who was 
unknown to me.  There was a lot of suggesting of what to do. Both fun and 
serious, for a small niche and for the masses. Some of the ideas, people 
commented and liked more than others. So I made a top 9 out of all the 
suggestions. 
 
ADDENDUM 5: IDEAS FOR MY PODCAST 
 
I send the ideas out to my focus group asking them to rank their top 3. (if they like 
any of them) 
When it comes to content they all like idea nr 1 best. 5 out of 6 like also idea 
number 2 an 4. This signals that they like the general ideas best: The ideas 
based around the host in centrum with different guest. The more specific ideas 
with a single topic was not voted high. I find that interesting, because in medias 
we always struggle to find the very original ideas with a sharp concept. If you 
should listen to this little focus group, people just want to listen to me talking with 
some interesting guests. One of my favourite america Podcasts is ARMCHAIR 
EXPERT with Dax Shepard. His shownotes says: “Welcome to a Podcast that 
celebrates the messines of being human.” Nice and simple. But if you have a 
concept so simple as this. You need to be a very charismatic host with lot of 
empathy and attitude. And humour. I don’t know if I can pull that off..   
 
My last question to the focus group is regarding foundins. The question is: 
 
What are you willing to do to listen to this Podcast show? 

1. I would only listen, if it is for free with no commercials 
2. I would listen it is sponsored by a company (with an add in the end or the 

beginning) 
3. I would donate money via crowdfunding - one time amount or regularly pr 

episode (eg 5 kroner pr show) 
4. I would listen for free - and maybe donate money later, if I liked the show 

 
RESULT: When people from the focus group answered me back on the second 
round, the result was clear: If it was for free, everybody would listen. And there 
was no difference if the programme has a sponsor or not. More interesting ⅓ said 
they would pay to listen. Eg donate a regularly amount pr. episode.  ⅓ would 
consider donating, if they liked the product. One mention that she would like if the 
programme was found on one of the streaming services she pays for already. 
(like Spotify or Mofibo) 
 
 
7.4 EXPERIMENT PART 3: DISTRIBUTION 
 
So.. I produced the first episode of my podcast show.  
 
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/27feee8d410715b49d5d5da93ed2c844201
90103191916/3240f869552d3426608af0d89655e1a320190103191916/2ce77c 
 
Dorte Palle Alene-episode 1  
Editor Julie Sørensen  
Music Christian Sørensen  
 
Now I have to try and find a business model that works. 
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In my economic analyse I looked at the different opportunities. I think I will try 
sponsorship in a combination of AO’s sales letter and LG who invites potential 
sponsors for a cup of coffee. If I remember what NH said about always protecting 
the feeling of being independent, maybe I will find a partner that suits me.  
I also think that the crowdfunding-version with donating pr episode is very 
interesting. Besides the danish 10’er, I could also try foreign platforms like 
Patreon and Indiegogo. I like the idea of turning my Podcast into a democratic 
project. And I think the commitment with the continually contributions connect 
well with the theory of PSI. Every time an episode is launched, people will get the 
feeling, that they were a part of making it - by donating money. I like that idea 
better than a campaign where you donate one time. This model is depending on 
a strong relationship with the listener. Otherwise I will bare in mind what KS did: 
Just launched with no sponsors or fundings all the way. And got another kind of 
value. 
 
https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/meet-the-experts-
Podcast/id1272116672?l=da&mt=2&i=425504447 
 
In this podcast Prof. Khaire talks about how to value markets by the four c's: 
Culture, Consumption, Commentary, Commerge. She also did a talk for us in the 
summer Berlin and the US module. 
She states that we have to look at the Properties of cultural products: Products 
have greater symbolic value than material value. The paradox is that it is difficult 
to evaluate quality. The demand is deeply intertwined with norms of 
appropriateness, value identity and aspirations. As a result consumer tastes are 
subjective and influenced commentary. This leads to more storytelling. 
Creators - individuals who create artwork do not have a DIRECT economic 
interest.  
We now have a digital disruption: Democratization = "digital" is a medium. 
Expertise allow us to find new talents and promote it. A new way is 
crowdsourcing the content. According to Prof. Khaire we don't want adds. And we 
don't want to pay extra of the commercial free-version. (paywalls) 
Democratization can remove conflicts. The new consumers doesn't care. If you 
are an internet star and you get a sponsorship deal, your fans don't think you 
have sold out. The prior founder of Fullscreen George Strompolos said: "I think 
the new breed are going to be people who developed an audience and they will 
continue to feed that audience" 
I really have my doubts, if I can blow this of. But.. according to my own studie 
here - there are people out there who wants to listen to me and follow me!  
So.. Now I will just try to do it!!! Wish me luck.. 
And when defending my thesis, I can answer you if the business model worked or 
not. Was I able to find a way to turn my passion into profit??? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
y. Conclusion 
So this is the end. I will now try to summon up what I discovered during my 
journey into the Podcast univers. I started out by wanting to investigate how to 
turn your passion into profit and make a sustainable business model for your 
Podcast. 
According to both the quantitative and the qualitative data I have gathered 
for this thesis, there seem to be a lot of opportunities through there is no golden 
one-way-rule to do it.  According to my research the following fundamentals are 
all becoming increasingly important and should be seen as cornerstones when 
connecting to audiences: 
In my literature review I concluded that Podcasts has a big potential for 
interaction and para-social relationship to the audience. Personalities have 
always been pivotal to mass media. This has been broadly recognised since 
Horton and Wohl wrote their groundbreaking texts in the 1950s. This is still the 
case, and to some degree more than ever. Since competition is becoming 
tougher, it is also getting more important for personalities to form a bond with 
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their audiences.  
So producers should still look for talent who are masters of parasocial interac- 
tion and who understand that their connection with audiences is probably the 
most important feature of Podcasting. 
In my economic analysis I defined that the danish Podcast market has a growth 
potential and the way to do is by focusing on quality content. 
“Content is king” has been the phrase of various consultants, edi- 
tors, marketers and the likes for years. And although this is close to becoming a 
cliché, there is no doubt it is as important as ever. Audiences are using Podcasts 
for content in the first place, and if they do not feel they are rewarded in this 
sense, they will go elsewhere to find the content of their choice. 
In my little field experiment I showed that Podcasting is moving from a niche 
towards a mass media. 
In my listening review I found that there is still a huge growth potential. Especially 
regarding factual for the younger generation and more relational entertainment 
for adults. A key factor for audiences is entertainment. This is, alongside the 
factual content, audiences’ main reason for choosing Podcasting and should as 
such not be taken lightly. 
Judging from the interviews with indiependent Podcast producers I found 
examples of how to build a sustainable business, eg. if you have a strong 
concept and build your activities up around the Podcast. 
With these recommendations in mind, podcasters should be less anxious about 
the future. However, there remains much we do not have a thorough knowledge 
of. As stated in the beginning of this study, my aim has been to provide an 
overview of the challenges and present possible avenues of solution. In the 
above I have shown the ways I consider the most viable. 
Simultaneously I conclude more research is needed. 
 
Media products involve autonomous professionals. The unpredictability of the 
media product's success tends to be high. Hence, the rate of failure is high for 
unique creative products. This is evident in the creation of new products and the 
drive for innovation. 
We need diversification of revenue streams and the drive for new business 
models and the rise of brand management. Cooperation with competitors and 
other companies in the ecosystem, project and portfolio management. 
Crossform-platform or multi platform management and content with coordination 
between managers and makers. We have the need for continuous training. Focus 
on customer relations, the emphasis on finding and creating.  
 
In sum, if the above mentioned avenues are explored and utilised wisely, I 
believe that it will be possible for many other Podcasters to find a revenue stream 
and turn their passion into (some kind of) profit. 
So what is profit? All value are in some ways socially constructed by narrative, 
beliefs, preferences and value consumption. It is about creating a narrative, that 
changes our beliefs and preferences, and then creates value.  
This means that the profit modul/motive need to change. The internet is not only 
a distribution channel but an acceleration platform for the transition of media 
structures, activities and orientations in the new digital era. This circumstances 



 

 

 

reinforces the need for new knowledge and to raise professional profiles. We 
need new business models where we use the differiencense of all the new and 
disruptive.  
During my work on the thesis - and while doing the MBA-programme at BSCL - I 
got the idea of finding a way in which to solve many of the issues the 
independent producers are facing. And combining it with the leadership I am 
good at. I got a vision of making a radio station with curated material from the 
independent Podcasters with the purpose of helping all the Podcasters in doing 
there shows more visible, to raise the quality, get their content out for a wider 
audience and make them profitable. The challenge is to engage people. Radical 
new ideas that question or subvert prevailing norms of appropriateness are likely 
to face hostility. Promoting consumption of such work and ideas requires 
changing these norms and people's belief. Creative works are manifestations of 
ideas. Leadership in creative industries is therefor changing minds. And I believe 
I could do that with my radio channel. 
 
ADDENDUM 6: RADIO DORTE 
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AUDIO, VIDEO, WEB: 

https://tandfonline.com/toc/hjrs20/22/2 

 

https://www.google.dk/amp/digg.com/2018/parasocial-relationships-

shannon-strucci-interview%3famp=true 

 

the lonesome gal - radioshow 1947 

https://archive.org/details/LonesomeGal 

 

fake friends - youtube serial 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3vD_CAYt4g 

 

the nancy berg show - tv show 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmcVP527e_U 

 

Podcast 

https://www.wnyc.org/story/152636-lonesome-gal/ 

 

Okaeri -japanese virtuel girlfriend 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nkcKaNqfykg 

 

Internet Sources 
 

Edison 

http://www.edisonresearch.com/infinite-dial-2017/ 
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Bridge Ratings 

http://www.bridgeratings.com/2017-Podcastings-breakthrough-year/ 

Digiday Why Brand Podcasts could double 

https://digiday.com/media/branded-Podcasting-double-2017/ 

DR Medieforskning. Annual report 2017 

 

Podcaststats.dk 
 
Wikipedea.org/da.m.wikipedia.org 
 
 
 
 

ADDENDUM  1: Field study. graphs and calculations 



 

 

 

 
 
  
 

 

ADDENDUM 2: LISTENING REVIEW - ALPHABETIC 

21 roser 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/third-ear/id336149343?l=da&mt=2&i=4107083 
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Altinget: Parlamentet af Altinget 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/altinget-parlamentet/id1297242120?l=da&mt=2 

 

Anekdote 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/anekdote/id1278634734?l=da&mt=2&i=406951038 

Kongelige teater/Audi 

 

Anders og Anders 

http://www.spreaker.com/show/1929925/episodes/feed 

 

Ambassadørerne -udenrigsministeriet 

http://webtv.um.dk/audioPodcast?album_id=18096427 

 

Bag knapperne 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/bag-knapperne/id1438844022?l=da&mt=2&i=421649800 

 

Bloom 

https://www-dortedalgaard-

dk.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/ewww.dortedalgaard.dk/bloom/2018/6/29/bloom-2018-ny-officiel-

Podcast-fra-natur-og-videnskabsfestivalen?format=amp 

 

Bogselskabet 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/bogselskabet/id1354457148?l=da&mt=2&i=420181805 

 

Bossword. Mediano Podcast om ledelse 

https://soundcloud.com/medianonu/bossword-jim-hagemann-snabe-mikael-trolle-fortaeller-om-

dreams-details 

 

 

Bucket list 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/bucket-list/id1209832862?l=da&mt=2&i=394925018 

 

Bylyd 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/bylyd/id959929918?l=da&mt=2 

 

Det etiske kompas 

https://www.kristeligt-dagblad.dk/kompas 



 

 

 

 

DEN KORTE WEEKENDAVIS 

http://den2radio.dk/udsendelser/den2radioavis-14-0918/ 

 

Det feder først imorgen 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/det-feder-f%C3%B8rst-i-

morgen/id1418891111?l=da&mt=2&i=420969518 

 

 

Detox din hjerne 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/detox-din-

hjerne/id1199859864?l=da&mt=2#episodeGuid=tag%3Asoundcloud%2C2010%3Atracks%2F501

041058 

 

Det ovale rum 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/det-ovale-rum/id1111951456?wl=da&mt=2&i=415189757 

 

Diburim 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/diburim/id1216390402?l=da&mt=2&i=385934948 

 

Du lytter til Politiken 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/du-lytter-til-

politiken/id1429569036?l=da&mt=2&i=418132103 

 

 

En øl med.. 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/en-%C3%B8l-med/id1436140398?l=da&mt=2&i=421507926 

 

Efolkeoplysning 

https://soundcloud.com/user-80338882/magasin-mogens-l-26min 

 

Emma Gad for begyndere. Berlingske media. 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/emma-gad-for-

evigt/id1438713701?l=da&mt=2&i=421566089 

 

Et ægte par 
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https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/et-%C3%A6gte-

par/id1386738041?l=da&mt=2&i=417144907 

 

Fabelagtige feminister 

https://soundcloud.com/ffeminister/egenomsorg 

 

Filmsnak 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/film-snak/id796618679?l=da&mt=2&i=418531480 

 

Fjernsyn for mig 

https://fjernsynformig.podbean.com/feed.xml 

 

Forfatterhjørnet 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/forfatterhj%C3%B8rnet/id1148930184?l=da&mt=2&i=41425

1475 

 

Fries before guys. Podland 

http://friesb4guysPodcast.libsyn.com/rss 

 

Genpres 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/genpres-Podcast-om-fodbold-med-tom-

carstensen/id1200453544?l=da&mt=2&i=419284252 

 

 

Gift ved første blik 

https://www.dr.dk/radio/p3/tue-og-tonys-tv-klub-gift-ved-foerste-blik/tue-og-tonys-tv-klub-gift-

ved-foerste-blik-1 

En DR produktion men udkommer kun på Podcast-derfor er den medtaget 

 

Glimmerfabrikken 

http://www.spreaker.com/show/2720800/episodes/feed 

 

 

Gyldendal Podcast 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/gyldendal-Podcast/id1280998268?l=da&mt=2&i=401517694 

 

Den grå side 



 

 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/den-gr%C3%A5-

side/id1191319016?l=da&mt=2&i=382226093 

 

FCK fanradio 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/f-c-k%C3%B8benhavns-fanradio-

037513/id992233960?l=da&mt=2&i=417737723 

 

 

Flygtninge fortæller 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/flygtninge-

fort%C3%A6ller/id1436704836?l=da&mt=2&i=420037326 

 

Helt ærligt mor 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/helt-%C3%A6rligt-

mor/id1286521053?l=da&mt=2&i=394916939 

 

 

Historieselskabet 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/historieselskabet/id1236069147?l=da&mt=2&i=386336062 

 

Hverdagspilgrimmen 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/hverdagspilgrim/id1403127352?l=da&mt=2&i=418796453 

 

Hyrdetimen 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/hyrdetimen/id1305367343?l=da&mt=2&i=418934380 

 

HOSPITAL PRISON UNIVERSITY 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/hospital-prison-university-

radio/id1238636715?l=da&mt=2&i=406445248 

 

INGEN ELSKER LONE FRANK 

https://www.weekendavisen.dk/2018-48/samfund/kan-jeg-leve-uden-kaerlighed 

 

IværksætterPodcast 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/iv%C3%A6rks%C3%A6tter-Podcast-interviews-med-danske-

iv%C3%A6rks%C3%A6ttere/id896381058?l=da&mt=2&i=343268594 
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Jobpodden 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/jobpodden/id1366410668?l=da&mt=2&i=412570000 

 

Kloge kvinder-femina 

http://www.spreaker.com/show/2859271/episodes/feed 

30 min alvorlig samtale. Journalist og kvinde om livets store spg 

 

Kongerækken 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/konger%C3%A6kken/id1053940001?l=da&mt=2&i=3936179

43 

 

Kontoret 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/kontoret/id1046233612?l=da&mt=2&i=353918858 

 

Kundskabens hotel 

http://kkb-lyd.dk/kundskabenshotel/media/2018-04-12_teaser_kundskabens_hotel.mp3 

 

Kærlighedsbølgen 

https://www.boelgen.org/boelgen?format=rss 

 

Københavnerliv 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/k%C3%B8benhavnerlivet/id1350546098?l=da&mt=2&i=418

602159 

 

Lydkunst. 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/lydkunst/id1040074475?l=da&mt=2&i=421406693 

 

Lorteparforhold 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/lorteparforhold/id1082633240?l=da&mt=2&i=417724356 

 

Lyden af et bedre liv 

https://mariaguldager.dk/lydenafetbedreliv 

 

Lydens by 

http://lydensby.dk/Podcast/ 

 

Løgn og bedrag 



 

 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/l%C3%B8gn-

bedrag/id1412613538?l=da&mt=2&i=421339113 

 

Med døden til følge. Dokumentar 

http://heartbeats.dk/series/med-doeden-til-foelge/ 

 

Menneskebiblioteket 

http://menneskebiblioteket.dk/feed/Podcast 

 

Museum Vestsjælland 

https://soundcloud.com/vestmuseum/follow-the-vikings-lets-conquer-the-world 

 

Myrdet 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/myrdet-af-richelsen-

grau/id1395903588?l=da&mt=2&i=417008621 

 

 

Mørkeland 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/m%C3%B8rkeland/id1350835571?l=da&mt=2&i=409611478 

 

Perfekt uperfekt 

https://open.spotify.com/show/1TFq7fx5tHVcR4osY098Wo?si=uS7geG3_SxSrenD9GUBFcQ 

Plantetinget 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/plantetinget/id1209738817?l=da&mt=2&i=418525716 

 

Programmet om ingenting 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/programmet-om-

ingenting/id1031086020?l=da&mt=2&i=376843916 

 

Podcastviden 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/Podcastviden/id1190326131?l=da&mt=2&i=407867328 

 

Punchline 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/punchline/id1390504117?l=da&mt=2&i=417446709 

 

Radiovagabon 
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https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/radiovagabond-inspiration-til-at-rejse-jorden-

rundt/id906518102?l=da&mt=2&i=420795035 

 

Rejseholdet-Resten 

http://rejseholdet.podbean.com/feed/ 

 

Rockhistorier 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/rockhistorier/id1226376623?l=da&mt=2&i=405239188 

 

Sneums palads.The Lake 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/the-lake-radio/id954054130?l=da&mt=2&i=421604272 

 

Schjødtsministeriet 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/sch%C3%B8tministeriet/id1249186562?l=da&mt=2&i=41799

7765 

 

Serierådet 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/serier%C3%A5det/id1337196735?l=da&mt=2&i=418228836 

 

The sex salon 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/the-sex-salon/id1068276822?l=da&mt=2&i=418280797 

 

Sexterapi 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/sex-terapi-med-joan-

%C3%B8rting/id1337075957?l=da&mt=2&i=408388676 

 

Sindssygt langt ude godnathistorier 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/sindssygt-langt-ude-k%C3%B8benhavnske-

godnathistorier/id207654302?l=da&mt=2&i=385275506 

 

Sitter 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/76HR89vuotcvPIZIMHn0iz?si=vuZS9-LWTRig6ZaZ04WiZQ 

 

Spildtid 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/spildtid/id1028914003?l=da&mt=2&i=349187908 

 

SponsorPodcast 



 

 

 

https://www.fck.dk/en/node/41511 

 

Start up 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/morten-resen-

startup/id1112082865?l=da&mt=2&i=370424712 

 

Stop stenkastere 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/stop-stenkasteren/id1388366956?l=da&mt=2&i=412744735 

 

Succeskriteriet 

http://www.spreaker.com/show/2216120/episodes/feed 

 

Tanketid 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/tanketid/id1191173926?l=da&mt=2&i=418461482 

 

Techtopia 

http://tv.ida.dk/audioPodcast? 

album_id=16944635 

 

Ugeskriftet 

http://ugeskriftet.dk/Podcast 

 

Uden pis jeg kan tale med hunde 

https://www.spreaker.com/show/3189338/episodes/feed 

 

Ung kærlighed 

https://www.spreaker.com/show/3121613/episodes/feed 

 

ViljeStyrken 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/viljestyrkens-

Podcast/id1305116548?l=da&mt=2&i=409805205 

 

Voksen ABC 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/voksen-abc-Podcast/id1202819406?l=da 

 

Voksenvenner 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/voksenvenner/id1200191732?l=da&mt=2&i=406317041 
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Vækstlaget 

https://itunes.apple.com/dk/Podcast/v%C3%A6kstlaget/id1232239979?l=da&mt=2&i=389633957 

 

 

Øresvin 

http://www.spreaker.com/show/2867325/episodes/feed 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ADDENDUM 3 DANISH INDEPENDENT PODCASTS BY 
CATEGORY 

SERIELLE NARRATIVES (ongoing story over more than one episode) 5 
21 roser, INGEN ELSKER LONE FRANK, Stop stenkasterne, lydens by, start 
up 

 

DOCUMENTARY: (stories with edited elements) 9 
Med døden til følge, Kærlighedsbølgen, Øresvin, Museum Vestsjælland, 
Spildtid, Bylyd, 
Kontoret, Radiovagabon, Hverdagspilgrimmen 

 

NEWS/FACTUAL 3 
Parlamentet af Altinget, Efolkeoplysning, Du lytter til Politiken 

 

BRANDED CONTENT 4 
Ugeskriftet, Anekdote, Bloom, En øl med.. 

 

COMEDY 4: 
Schjødtsministeriet, Uden pis jeg kan tale med hunde, Anders og Anders, 
DEN KORTE WEEKENDAVIS 

 

PORTRAITS/INTERVIEW 9: (one guest per episode) 

 

ViljeStyrken, Ung kærlighed, Sneums palads, Menneskebiblioteket, Kloge 
kvinder-Femina, 
Ambassadørerne -udenrigsministeriet, Flygtninge fortæller, Bucket list, 
HOSPITAL PRISON UNIVERSITY 

 

TALKS 25: 
SponsorPodcast, Techtopia, Vækstlaget, Succeskriteriet -ane cortzen, The 
sex salon, Podcastviden, Punchline, Plantetinget, IværksætterPodcast, 
Jobpodden, Bag knapperne, 
Bossword, Diburim, Filmsnak, Genpres, Fjernsyn for mig, Forfatterhjørnet, 
Historieselskabet, 
FCK fanradio, Kundskabens hotel, Lydkunst, Gyldendal Podcast. Serierådet, 
Det etiske kompas 
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COMMON HUMANITY (FRIENDS) 16 
Voksen ABC, Voksenvenner, Tanketid, Sitter, Rockhistorier, Programmet om 
ingenting, 
Lorteparforhold, Det feder først imorgen, Et ægte par, Fabelagtige feminister, 
Københavnerliv, Hyrdetimen, Fries before guys, Glimmerfabrikken, Myrdet, 
Mørkeland 

 

LIFESTYLE 6 
Perfekt uperfekt, Detox din hjerne, Det ovale rum, Emma Gad for begyndere, 
Helt ærligt mor, Lyden af et bedre liv 

 

EXTENDED BRAND VERSIONS:2 
Gift ved første blik, Rejseholdet - resten 
 
BØRN 1 
Sindssygt langt ude godnathistorier 

 

ORIGINALE KONCEPTER: 4 
Den grå side, Kongerækken, Løgn og bedrag, Sexterapi (note: this is a 
danish copy of Where should we begin. So it is not a danish original) 

 
ADDENDUM 4: LIST OF INTERVIEWEES  
 
INTERVIEWEE: 9 primaire 
Anders Olling, (AO) Podcaster, Kongerækken 
Morten Resen, (MR) Podcaster, Start up 
Le Gammeltoft, (LG) CEO, Heartbeats and Podcaster, Bucket list 
Nanna Hovgaard, Podcaster, Fries before guys 
Mannah Guldager, (MG) Podcaster Lyden af et bedre liv 
Maria Teglkamp, (MT) Podcaster, Bag knapperne. Consultant 
Regitze Marker, (RG) Podcaster, (title tba) 
Andreas Foldberg: (AF) unemployed 
Karen Straarup, (KS) Podcast editor P3, DR 
 
I also did 12 secondaire interviews. If needed I can provide names, dates and 
transcripts of all the interviews. But since it is in Danish I didn’t include it in the 
thesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
ADDENDUM 5: IDEAS FOR MY PODCAST 
 
1.KISS THE FROG - talks about doubt, longing and disillusionment (and a 
little performance anxiety) 
 



 

 

 

2. The CHAMBER POT - intimate mailbox with existential questions. 
Recorded under the quilt while everyone is sleeping around me and 
whispered in ASMR style 
 
3. GNID, AHH! Danish band Shu-bi-dua - album 1-10 is minutely reviewed. 
 
4. DORTE PALLE ALONE. (the title refers to a classic danish child book 
called Palle Alone in the world)  I interview all my social media friends 
about our relationship. 
 
5. I HATE MURDER! A Podcast about what other people would like to make 
a nerd Podcast about. 
 
6. DO SOMETHING! A series of the 169 paragraphs on the UN WORLD 
GOALS. One episode per intern goal 
 
7. GAMER MAGAZINE FOR WOMEN WHO DO NOT GAME (unless wordfeud 
counts) 
 
8. Dorte’s Pallet - a true crime series about fraud and power games with 
euro pallet. 
 
9. The PRECARIAT - On the new community of involuntary detainees. Fixed 
element: Review of a job interview. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ADDENDUM 6: RADIO DORTE Concept 
 
RADIO-DORTE - a radio channel with the best Danish Independent Podcasts. 
The Danish Podcast environment is in enormous growth and many of danish 
audio's greatest talents are developing danish Podcast in a myriad of directions. 
It is estimated that there are are 2100 danish Podcasts - and more are launched 
every day. In fact, many listeners often express that they are having difficulty 
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overtaking the big market and end up listening things they already know instead 
of trying something new. 
With the DAB channel and the internet based radio I will connect programs and 
listeners, in a multi sided platform so that the most talented danish Podcasts 
come far wider out, while interested listeners will get acquainted with some of the 
most innovative from the danish Podcast world. 
With a simple and clear scheduling, I will offer listeners the best in politics, 
science and culture. I do not want to remove Podcasts from their current platform, 
but instead I will give them an additional place to broadcast in flow. By giving the 
programs a common platform and brand, I can help their development and help 
them get the economy to continue their development to the delight of listeners 
and the growth of the new media. 
At the same time, I will ensure that the selected programs receive professional 
feedback and coaching so that they can evolve and become even clearer in their 
expression. 
The channel's economy is based on content that is already produced to a large 
extent, which alone has to be curated and scheduled in a way to get the greatest 
possible listener. 
I will therefore combine the rather unique situation we have right now, on the one 
hand, producing bunks of good content and on the other hand, broadcasting 
space is empty on DAB. 
DAB is often scolded to not be the platform of the future, nevertheless, the Danes 
have largely taken the technology and hear more and more DAB every year. 
Today, about 35 percent of all radio broadcast on digital radio. Converted to 
minutes, it is equivalent that we all spend a little 30 minutes a day on average to 
listen to DAB. One can also turn it around and find that next 1.5 million. Danes 
weekly turn on a DAB radio. In other words, it is a technology that many Danes 
use. 
 
With our new channel, we will allow listeners to tune in to eight hours of newly 
produced radio every day, which is sent three times in a day. The dissemination 
take place on the basis of content and often at a somewhat quieter pace than we 
otherwise see in the media landscape. 
 
As the two nationwide channels P1 and 24syv have turned up for the actuality, 
there has been less and less space for eg. the more profound cultural programs, 
experimental programs and the looser talk format, or the longer programs on the 
latest scientific achievements. It's the kind of fabric I would like to curate and 
grow. 
I have been in dialogue with several actors from the Danish Podcast 
environment, all of which are very positive towards the idea of getting an 
additional platform to emerge. I also have a continuous dialogue with a few 
existing media houses, who would like to be collaborators on the project.   


